
Trip has special meaning with 
three generations of family 
military service
BY DAVE FIELDS
Kingsbury Journal

This past Sunday evening, more 
than 30 friends and family of  U.S. Army 
veteran Henry (Hank) Albrecht joined 
together at Mathews Store south of  
De Smet to welcome him home from 
the Midwest Honor Flight he took the 
previous day to Washington, D.C. Hank 
shared with everyone details of  the 
flight and everything associated with the 
whole experience. He got emotional a 
few times, recounting the kindness and 
honor on display from the volunteers 
and everyone who saw them off and wel-

Badger was busy with 
emergency personnel training
BY AMY HALVERSON 
Kingsbury Journal 

A grain bin fire, explosion, evacua-
tion, car accident and helicopter were all 
part of  a full-scale training exercise held 
in Badger on Sat., Sept. 10, starting at 

8:30 a.m. The town was full of  emergency 
vehicles and personnel from Kingsbury 
County and Lake Norden, who all took 
part in the training throughout town. 

Kingsbury County Emergency Man-
ager Cindy Bau is responsible for hold-
ing an exercise each year for the county. 
This year Badger Fire Chief  Ethan 
Fonder hosted the drill and helped with 
planning and finding volunteer victims.  

The purpose of  the exercise is to 
fulfill requirements for South Dakota 
Emergency Management and Federal 
Emergency Management (FEMA). Bau 
completes paperwork before and after 
the exercise to keep the county in com-
pliance and sometimes aid in seeking 
federal and state grants for first respond-
er organizations. 
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Lake Preston crowns King Larsen and Queen Malone 
The Lake Preston senior candidates for Homecoming King and Queen during the crowning moment of coronation on Monday night. 
Pictured from the left are king candidates Jake Larsen, Jonah Denison and Riley Casper, along with the queen candidates Stella 
DeKnikker, Gretta Larson and Ava Malone. (Photo by Krista O'Dea)

See TRAINING, page 2

VOL. 142, ISSUE 36
Clear rules needed in advance 
of plant construction
BY AMY HALVERSON 
Kingsbury Journal 

The Kingsbury County Board of  
Commissioners met on Tues., Sept. 6 at 
the Kingsbury County Courthouse to 
discuss several issues including main-
tenance, man camps and license plates.  

MAN CAMPS  
Man camps and the demolition of  

camps after they are no longer being 
used was discussed again by commission-
ers. They also discussed the possibility of  
other types of camps that may be open-
ing in the future as agrotourism and Bed 
and Breakfast type businesses continue 
to grow across the state. 

Kyle Lee mentioned there are get-
ting to be more Airbnb type establish-
ments in South Dakota. People stay on 
farms, harvest apples and pumpkins, 

and youth see where food grows. He 
suggested they make sure they are pre-
pared for these types of  businesses as 
well as man camps. 

The commissioners agreed that when 
GEVO begins construction, the workers 
will be looking for places to stay, and there 
will be lots of opportunities for entrepre-
neurs. They want to make sure rules are 
in place beforehand. 

The main concern for the commis-
sioners is having temporary camps set 
up and then abandoned with no rules 
set in place for how they must leave the 
area when they are done. They want to 
make sure the land is left in good con-
dition and not with abandoned trailer 
houses. 

The commissioners agreed to have 
a notice published regarding the ordi-
nance for the public to read and voice 
opinions. They will hold the first read-
ing on Oct. 4 and the second reading on 
Oct. 18. 

See COMMISSION, page 3

Albrecht 
receives 
Honor Flight

See HONOR FLIGHT, page 3
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NOW HIRING
Universal Banker I

FULL-TIME & PART-TIME

212 Calumet Avenue SE, De Smet, SD 57231
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

APPLY ONLINE AT ABT.BANK/CAREERS

ATV-UTV  
POKER  
RUN  
 
CHARITY FUNDRAISER FOR 
 

FEEDING SOUTH DAKOTA 
WHEN: SAT., SEPTEMBER 17, 2022 
REGISTRATION: NOON—1PM 
OPEN TO PUBLIC 
Ride Leaves: 1 PM, OLDHAM SALOON,   
Oldham, SD  

WHERE: 
Registration and Card Draw will be conducted at the OLDHAM 
SALOON in Oldham, SD 

4-STOPS—TBD • Travel as a Group to Each Stop •    Youth 17 and 
under must wear helmet • Helmets will be available to borrow 
if you do not have one.    All off-road vehicles welcome •  Food  
& Drink will be available at Bars /Restaurants 

Payout ~3 places ~ 5 card draw poker,  Feeding South      
Dakota   is our Designated Charity will receive 50% of pay-
out   ~  Remaining 50% of Gross   Proceeds Split : 1st ~50%, 
2nd~30%, 3rd~20%   

 

FOR MORE INFO 
CONTACT: 
BRIAN ERICKSON  605-480-1319 
TRACEY ERICKSON 605-651-3461 
JAMIE HOHM 605-881-2770 
COLLEEN HOHM 605-881-2442 
 

$10/ POKER HAND 
~   Must be in line to  
       draw by 5:30  pm. 

CLUB MEMBERSHIP 
DUES FOR  
TOWN & COUNTRY 
SNOWDRIFTERS & SDSA 
CAN ALSO BE PAID AT 
REGISTRATION 
*Club / SDSA Dues ~ $50/  
  individual or Family 
*Business Associate ~ $50 
*Local Club Only ~ $15 

SPONSORS: 
 

 
 
 
 

~ BBrriinngg  22  ccaannnneedd  
iitteemmss  ttoo  bbee  ddoonnaatteedd  
ttoo  KKiinnggssbbuurryy  FFoooodd  
PPaannttrryy  aanndd  bbee              
eenntteerreedd  
iinn  $$5500  
ccaasshh  
ddrraawwiinngg   

Friday, Sept. 16, 2022  
11:00 AM - 2:00 PM

212 Calumet Ave. SE 
De Smet, SD 57231

OPEN HOUSE
Join us in celebrating 

CURT EICHACKER’S 
25th  Anniversary

The annual drill is designed to eval-
uate emergency personnel and give 
them a chance to train in a real-life 
situation. Although a committee had 
met and come up with an extensive 
plan for the training in Badger, as with 
a hands-on situation, things do not al-
ways go as planned. 

HOW IT BEGAN
The morning begins with a 911 dis-

patcher asking for all emergency per-
sonnel to respond to a grain bin fire at 
the elevator in Badger. 

Soon ambulance crews, fire depart-
ments and the sheriff arrive to assist. 
Firefighters are sent to battle the fire, 
and ambulance crews tend to injured 
workers at the elevator. The sheriff 
heads to the edge of town to control traf-
fic, while others go door-to-door to evac-
uate the town in case of an explosion. 

While firefighters work to put out the 
blaze, two firefighters are injured. More 
firefighters are sent to assist in rescuing 
the firefighters from the grain bin, while 
more EMS workers are dispatched to 
provide them medical attention.  

EMS calls in dispatch, requesting a 
medical helicopter to transport some 
of  the injured to the hospital. Two 
ambulances head to the park, where 
the helicopter is scheduled to land 
and pick up their patients.  

Soon, the sound of the helicopter 
blades can be heard in the distance, 
and an Avera helicopter is seen flying 
over the town. It slowly circles and 
begins its descent toward the clearing 
in the park, when suddenly it changes 
direction and heads back up and away.  

The flight crew had brought a larg-
er helicopter than originally planned 
and didn’t feel they had enough clear-
ance to land in the park. They changed 
course, landing near the grain eleva-
tor, where ambulances met them to 
hand off the injured patients. 

Just as the helicopter began to take 
off and things seemed to be calming 
down, a 911 dispatcher called for as-
sistance at a mock location in Badger. 
A vehicle had gone off the road, pos-
sibly by the driver being distracted 
during helicopter's departure.

Several ambulances and emergency 
vehicles arrived at the scene of the acci-
dent. The driver of the vehicle was hurt, 
along with five children. Immediately, 
the EMS crews worked together to as-
sess the scene and decide which of the 
injured needed to be addressed first.  

One of the injured children was 
pronounced dead at the scene, but the 
others were still alive and needed imme-
diate medical assistance. EMS workers 
from several different ambulance crews 
worked together to help the victims.  

One of  the children hit by the car 

was pinned under the vehicle, so as 
soon as the driver and all other vic-
tims were removed from the scene, 
firefighters arrived with boards and 
blow-up devices to slowly raise the 
car without causing further damage 
to the pinned child. 

Then firefighters are sent to an open 
area across from the elevator to put 
out a fire on a propane tree brought in 
by the fire marshal. What looks like a 
pathetic excuse for a Christmas tree 
with one large metal tube going up and 
four metal bars going across, turns into 
an immense inferno when the propane 
escaping from the bars is ignited.  

The heat can be felt from almost a 
block away, and fire trucks are parked 
at a distance to prevent the letters from 
melting off the trucks. That doesn’t stop 
the firefighters who are wearing full 
gear from attacking the blaze head on.  

Two groups of  three or four fire-
fighters each grab a hose and walk 
side-by-side toward the flames. The 
firefighters continue to push forward 
with foam and water directed toward 
the blaze. As flames burn in front of  
them and even high over top of  them, 
they continue their battle, moving 
closer to the flames as though a life 
may depend on it.   

Each group of  firefighters who 
took turns putting out the propane 
blaze won their battle, but each battle 
was as intense as the flames coming 
from the propane tree. 

AFTERWARDS
After the extensive training drill, 

everyone headed to the Legion for a 
meal and critique. 

The local Legion Auxiliary offered 
a meal of  pulled pork sandwiches, 
baked beans, potato salad, fruit salad 
and several different bars to everyone 
following the exercise. 

Bau thanked all who attended and 
participated in the emergency drill. 
She then asked the different depart-
ment heads what they thought went 
well and what could be improved. 

Many commented on how well ev-
eryone did with so much going on and 
so many changes that had to be made 
throughout the day. The departments 
worked very well together, and there 
were no injuries except for a dog bite 
to one of  the volunteers going door-to-
door, evacuating the town.  

The main critiques were some is-
sues with communication during the 
event, problems with the radios and 
maybe having so many emergencies 
going on at once during training.  

For the most part, everyone walked 
away having learned something and 
appreciative of  the training and all 
those who made it possible. 

TRAINING: Annual drill helps prepare
FROM FRONT PAGE

Firefighters work together to extinguish the propane fire during training in 
Badger. (Photo by Amy Halverson) 
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SHERIFF’S REPORTS
The Kingsbury County Sheriff’s  
Department reports one accident.

SEPT. 3 - SUSIE RAATZ of Volga was 
traveling east on US Highway 14 
near mile marker 395 when a deer 
ran onto the roadway. Raatz was not 
able to avoid hitting the deer. The 
2014 Ford Explorer Raatz was driv-
ing sustained $4000.00 in damages.  

COMMISSION: Postage hikes impact license plate budget
FROM FRONT PAGE

NEWS BRIEF

COURT NEWS
The money collected on a $117.50 
speeding ticket is distributed to 
the following sources: $39 to the 
school district in the county where 
the violation occurred, $30 to the 
Law Enforcement Officer Training 
Fund, $23.50 to the Unified Judi-
cial System for court automation, 
$11 to the 911 Telecommunicator 
Training Fund, $6 to the Court Ap-
pointed Attorney & Public Defend-
er Fund, $5 to the Victims’ Com-
pensation Fund, $2 to the Court 
Appointed Special Advocates 
Fund and $1 to the Abused and 
Neglected Child Defense Fund.   

KERRY ENGELMANN, Summerset, 35 
in a 30 mile per hour zone, fined 
$97.50. 

CASEY MARTINELL, Brookings, 50 
in a 45 mile per hour zone, fined 
$97.50. 

MIA GEHM, De Smet, 80 in a 65 mile 
per hour zone, fined $137.50. 

JOHN VANDOVER, Westport, 40 in a 
30 mile per hour zone, fined $117.50. 

BLAZIE SCHULTE, Vinita, Okla., 80 
in a 65 mile per hour zone, fined 
$137.50. 

JOSH BURKE, Pipestone, Minn., vio-
lation of  safety requirements, fined 
$182.50. 

LAVERNE LEE, South Shore, seatbelt 
violation, fined $25.00. 

Legion meeting set
The annual District 6 Fall Meet-

ing of  the South Dakota American 
Legion will be held Sat., Sept. 24, 
2022, in Wessington Springs for 
Legionnaires from Beadle, Kings-
bury, Miner, Aurora, Brule, Buf-
falo, Davison, Hanson, Jerauld 
and Sanborn counties. There will 
be a social starting at 11 a.m., 
meal at 12 p.m., and the business 
meeting will begin at 1:30 p.m., all 
in the Wessington Springs Post 
Home. State Commander Doug 
Feltman of  Chamberlain will con-
duct the meeting and will outline 
his “BUILDING A STRONGER 
FAMILY” program for the 2022-23 
American Legion year. The District 
6 Auxiliary will hold its meeting at 
1:30 p.m.

HONOR FLIGHT: Albrechts continue military service
FROM FRONT PAGE

LICENSE PLATES 
Treasurer Michelle Longville in-

formed the commissioners of  a bud-
get issue with regard to license plates. 
The fee for mailing license plates is 
currently $5 per plate or set of  plates. 
This rate is set by the statute, and can 
not be increased unless legislation is 
passed next session. Starting on Jan. 
2, 2023, everyone will need to pur-
chase new license plates.  

The issue is that the $5 fee set by 
statute will not cover the cost of  mail-
ing license plates when postage rates 
increase January 1, 2023.

Longville went on to explain that 
many license plates will need to be sent 
out of state, and it is hard to figure the 
budget without knowing how much 
postage will cost and how many out of  
state plates will need to be mailed.  

The issue is even further complicated 
with many people having more than one 
set of plates which will need to be mailed 
at an additional cost.  

MAINTENANCE 
Lonny Palmlund brought flooring 

samples to show commissioners. Palm-
lund got a consensus from other em-
ployees in the office on which to choose; 
carpet has been ordered from Barrett’s 
De Smet.  

Palmlund will work on preparing 
walls by painting before the flooring is 
laid. The wood grain flooring will be 
just for the stair treads, which should 

match with the carpet and offer a good 
groove for the step to make it safer.  

His goals for the next two months, 
before installation starts, are to paint the 
hallway where the stairs go down to the 
basement, stain and reseal the handrail, 
finish the auditor's office work and com-
plete work in the clerk of court’s office. 

Palmlund informed the commis-
sioners that he has installed another 
17 LED lights. He is trying to com-
plete several projects, but it has taken 
longer than expected with other 
maintenance issues pulling him away. 

Palmlund has also made tempo-
rary repairs to the rubber roof  on 
the sheriff’s office. The rubber is 
stretched tight right now, which is 
causing issues, but he is hoping the 
repairs he made will help give the 
roof  extra time until they can figure 
out what to do in the future. 

OTHER 
• State changed travel per diems:  

Commissioners made a motion to 
abide by the new state travel reim-
bursement rates. Effective Sept. 12, 
the rates will go from 42 cents per 
mile to 51 cents per mile.  

• Osceola vacate street petition: 
Commissioners made a motion to set 
a hearing on Oct. 4 for the public to 
attend regarding Osceola’s desire to 
vacate a street and alley where they 
would like to build a school. 

• Jeremy Fox, AFLAC representa-

tive, introduced himself  and present-
ed commissioners with what AFLAC 
can offer to employees. 

• The proposed budget hearing was 
held with no one from the public pres-
ent to comment. 

• Ordinance 64 – 1st reading: Com-
missioners had the first reading 
amending the ordinance to change 
the boundaries for medical marijuana 
grow facilities. The second reading 
will be at the next meeting.  

• Natalie Remund with Multi Busi-
ness Solutions met with commissioners 
to discuss the services she could pro-
vide to the county as an HR representa-
tive. She listed several areas where she 
could help including hiring, updating 
the employee handbook, serving as 
an intermediary between employees 
and commissioners and helping to 
set fair employee compensation. The 
commissioners agreed they could use 
some help in those areas and decided to 
write up a proposal of the services they 
would like help with and time required, 
so Remund can get them a quote. 

• The commissioners agreed to 
come up with a resolution at the next 
meeting regarding a tax increase to 
cover the costs for future road repairs. 
Kazmerzak asked Auditor Steffensen 
to calculate examples for the increased 
tax amount at 70 cents per thousand 
dollars of valuation. This would re-
place the $300,000 opt-out, which is set 
to expire and will begin on 2024 taxes.  

comed them back.
There was a banquet on Friday 

night in Sioux Falls for participating 
veterans, their chaperones (called 
guardians) and other family and 
friends. Hank’s guardian for the flight 
was his son Mike Albrecht, who just 
retired himself  in March after 38 
years of  service in the Air Force and 
Air National Guard (ANG). Hank was 
also joined by his grandson Daniel 
Albrecht, who recently enlisted in the 
ANG and departs for basic training in 
the next few months. 

DAY OF THE FLIGHT 
On Saturday morning, they had a 

wake-up call at 2:30 a.m. and instruc-
tions to be in the hotel lobby by 3:30 
a.m. to depart for the Sioux Falls air-
port. For a send-off at the airport, two 
firetrucks shot streams of  water over 
the airplane in an arc.   

After landing in D.C., the veterans 
were taken on a guided tour through 
the city, seeing most of  the war 
memorials and the changing of  the 
guard at Arlington Cemetery’s Tomb 
of  the Unknown Soldier. 

Hank has been to D.C. before, but 
on this trip, he commented that he got 
to see the World War II and Korean 
War memorials for the first time. He 
explained how long the day was, see-
ing all the sites and getting on and off 
the bus with so many people. A total 
of  10 honor flights from other states 
were all in D.C. that same day. 

When they landed back in Sioux 
Falls around 9 p.m. after a very long 
day, they were loaded onto buses, and 
police escorted them to the Sanford 
Center. The buses pulled right into 
the arena, where they were greeted 
by a surprise welcome home from 

hundreds of  people in the stands, clap-
ping and cheering when the veterans 
disembarked. A band and a group of  
Scottish bagpipers were also playing. 

Hank said he has never in his life 
seen such kindness and honor from 
so many people. His son Mike over-
heard one Vietnam veteran say that 
he wished this would have happened 
50 years ago when they first returned 
from that conflict. 

FLIGHT PARTICIPANTS 
There were 84 veterans and 84 

guardians on this most recent flight, 
which included people from South Da-
kota, Iowa, Minnesota and Nebraska. 
The oldest participant was a WWII and 
Korean veteran from Howard, S.D., 
who turns 100 years old next month; 
his guardian was newly elected S.D. 
State Representative Tim Reisch. 

Hank is just the latest Kingsbury 
County veteran to go on an Honor Flight. 

Previous participants also include Gary 
Wolkow and Mike Frey from De Smet 
and Leon Josephson from Arlington, 
whose guardian was Gary Schumacher 
from De Smet. Frey’s guardian was an 
Iowa woman he did not previously know, 
who was the wife of a Marine. 

HISTORY 
The Honor Flight Network was 

formed in 2005 by Jeff Miller and Earl 
Morse with a mission of honoring our 
nation’s veterans by taking them to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memori-
als and monuments dedicated to their 
service and sacrifice. While originally 
focused on honoring our nation’s WWII 
veterans, the Honor Flight Network 
now also honors those who served in 
the Korean War, Vietnam War, interme-
diary operations, and in special cases 
of terminal illness or injury, veterans 
from more recent service eras. 

Since its formation in 2005, the 
Honor Flight Network has taken 
more than 245,000 veterans to D.C.  
Today, the Honor Flight Network in-
cludes over 128 hubs throughout the 
country dedicated to carrying out the 
Honor Flight mission, and the Net-
work, as a whole, serves over 22,000 
veterans each year. 

The program is run almost complete-
ly on a volunteer basis and is financed 
by fundraisers through American Le-
gion chapters all over the country, as 
well as donations from the public. 

An organization called “Seeds for 
Success” donated $175,000, which al-
lowed one entire flight to be added to the 
2022 schedule. This allowed Hank to go 
on his flight this year instead of having 
to wait until 2023, as originally planned. 

Interestingly, guardians pay their 
own way, about $1,000/person. 

Hank Albrecht (center) flanked by his 
son and Honor Flight “guardian” Mike 
Albrecht (left) and his grandson Daniel 
Albrecht (right.) (Submitted photo)
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Voices
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of  religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of  

speech or of  the press; or the right of  the people peaceably to assemble and to petition the Government for a redress of  grievance.”

FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE U.S. CONSTITUTION

PHOTO OF THE WEEK

Want to submit a story, 
announcement, or 
advertisement?  
You can do it on our website! Just 
head to kingsburyjournal.com and 
click on the “Connect With Us” 
dropdown.

We’re always looking for:  
• Photo of  the Week 
• Stories or Story Ideas 
• Scheduled Events 
• Birth, engagement, wedding, an-
niversary and birthday announce-
ments 
• Obituary Announcements 
• Letters to the Editor 

In all cases, you can add a photo 
and in the case of  events, you can 
create a map, add a URL, PDF, pric-
ing and contact info.

KINGSBURY JOURNAL

CONTACT US 
Call: (605) 854-3331 
Visit: 220 Calumet Avenue, De Smet, SD 57231 
Office Hours: Mon. 12:00p.m.-5:00p.m., Tues. - Wed. 8:00a.m. - 
5:00p.m., Thurs. 8:00a.m.-12:00p.m. 
U.S. Mail: PO Box 98, De Smet, SD 57231 
To subscribe: subscribe@kingsburyjournal.com  
To place an ad: ads@kingsburyjournal.com  
To submit news, or to correct a factual error:  
editor@kingsburyjournal.com  
To submit legal notices: legals@kingsburyjournal.com  

DEADLINES 
Address changes and new subscriptions:  
5 pm Friday prior to publication 
News submissions — Club, church and family reports, 
weddings, engagements, anniversaries, reunions and 
announcements of scheduled activities: Monday at noon 
Advertising submission: 5 pm Friday prior to publication 
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This week’s weather
Monday, Sept 5, 2022 

High 80, Low 60
Tuesday, Sept 6, 2022 

High 89, Low 60
Wednesday, Sept 7, 2022 

High 89, Low 57
Thursday, Sept 8, 2022

 High 94, Low 67
Friday, Sept 9, 2022 

High 75, Low 54, Rain 0.24"
Saturday, Sept 10, 2022 

High 72, Low 43
Sunday, Sept 11, 2022 

High 75, Low 40

Sharks getting ready 
for game day
The Iroquois/Lake Preston football 
team took to the field for the first 
time as the Sharks. The mascot takes 
lawn care seriously, so he took care of 
those straight lines himself! (Submitted 
photo)
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OUR NATION LOVES to celebrate holi-
days. Today, I want to talk about one 
day that does not get enough atten-
tion: September 17, Constitution Day.

On September 17, 1787, our Found-
ing Fathers signed the document that 
has shaped our nation ever since: 
the U.S. Constitution. Over the last 
couple years, I have spoken many 
times about upholding the Constitu-
tion, and about how South Dakota 
is setting an example for the nation 
that constitutional principles still 
work. Some might think that I even 
talk about it too much – but there’s a 
reason why I do. That reason is best 
articulated by a story from another 
September 17.

To this day, September 17, 1862, 
remains the bloodiest 24 hours in 
American history. On that day, the 
Battle of  Antietam was fought during 
the Civil War, and an estimated 23,000 
young American men were killed or 
wounded.

What were those men fighting 
for? Our Constitution. It mattered to 
them. It mattered to those who were 
fighting to preserve our Union. The 
Confederacy had attempted to break 
the Constitution by seceding, and the 
men defending our Union were deter-
mined to uphold it.

There is a scene from this battle 
recorded by one anonymous soldier. 
As one of  the regiments was, for the 
second time, entering the conflict, 
one soldier staggered. But he was not 
wounded – he had just seen his father 
lying dead upon the battlefield.

Another man, who knew them 
both, pointed to his father’s corpse 
and then pointed upwards. He said, 
“It is alright with him,” and the son 
continued with him into the battle. He 
passed his father’s dead body and did 
his duty to defend our Constitution.

We must exhibit the same bravery 
and sense of  duty in defending our 
Constitution and the principles that 
our nation was founded on. We must 
do it even when it isn’t popular. We 
must do it because it is the right thing 
to do.

South Dakota has done this time 
and time again. When other states 
were destroying the Freedom of  Re-
ligion, South Dakota never ordered a 
single church to close. When others 
were attacking the Freedom of  As-
sembly, South Dakota allowed people 
to make their own decisions about 
who to gather with. When other 
states – and the federal government 
– tried to tear down the 2nd Amend-
ment, South Dakota set the standard 
for defense of  the right to keep and 
bear arms. I have always remained fo-
cused on what authorities I have and 
do not have – and I will continue to do 
so for as long as I am Governor.

The principles that our Founding 
Fathers followed in creating our Con-
stitution – Freedom, Equality, Oppor-
tunity – these are still the most pow-
erful forces known to man to make all 
of  us safer, stronger, and healthier. 
South Dakota will continue to stand 
for these principles, and I will con-
tinue to stand for our Constitution.

GOVERNOR’S 
DESK
KRISTI NOEM

Defending our Constitution ��������
��������
������������
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212 CALUMET AVENUE SE, DE SMET  •  605-854-3321  •  www.ABT.bank

TTAAKKEE FFLLIIGGHHTT WWIITTHH::

We’re proud to welcome Ashley Rommereim, 
Personal Banker in De Smet. American Bank & Trust has 

provided more than 128 years of friendly service and 
banking excellence. We offer traditional personal banking 

products such as checking, savings and Debit Cards, 
along with modern, time saving banking solutions such 

as mobile deposit, Popmoney® and online bill pay.

No matter what your 
financial destination, Ashley is here 

to help you take flight.

AASSHHLLEEYY RROOMMMMEERREEIIMM
Personal BankerPersonal Banker

•  Totally Free Checking
•  Savings Account
•  Money Market
•  Certificate of Deposit
•  Personal Loan

•  Credit Card
•  Over 90,000 Surcharge-Free ATMs
•  Mobile Banking
•  Online Bill Pay Mobile Deposit
•  Popmoney®
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���, 106 
S Main St. Church on Sundays at 
5:30 p.m. & Thursdays at 6:30 
p.m.
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Prayer Time at 9 a.m., Sunday 
School at 9:30 a.m., Worship at 
10:30 a.m.

����������������
������, Wor-
ship at 9:30 a.m., coffee hour on 
the 1st and 3rd Sunday

�������������	�����������������
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���, Mass Saturday and Sun-
day at 5 p.m. 
���������
���������
���, Worship 
9:30 a.m., Sunday School 10:20 
a.m. Streaming on Facebook.


�����������������
���, Wor-
ship at 9:30 a.m.

������
��������
���������
���, Worship 
8:30 a.m., Sermons shared on 
Facebook

������
�������������, Michael and Sonia 
Sanchez, 605-530-4559 - www.
gospeloffi rehm.com. Sunday: 
11:30 a.m. Hispanic Worship Ser-
vice, Wednesdays: 6:30-8 p.m. 
Fellowship and English Bible Study, 
Thursdays: 7 p.m. Prayer Meeting

������� ������������
���, Call 
church at 605-854-9961 for Mass 
time. 

�������
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Sunday School at 10:30 a.m., 
Worship at 11 a.m.
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������, Worship at 8 a.m.
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605-520-3098 for information. 
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at 10:15 a.m.
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Church at 9:30 a.m.
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���, Worship 

at 11 a.m. and 1:15 p.m., Bible 
study on Wednesday at 7 p.m.

����������������������, Worship 
at 10:30 a.m., listen on 88.1 FM. 
or Facebook Live. Rev. Dick Pop-
pen speaks at 9:30 a.m. on KWAT 
radio.
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�����Mass at 8:30 a.m.
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���, Wor-
ship at 9:30 a.m.
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Sunday School at 10 a.m., Worship 
at 11 a.m. See Facebook page
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day School at 10 a.m., Worship 
at 10:45 a.m., Evening services 
1st, 2nd & 3rd Sundays at 7:30 
p.m.
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Sunday School at 10 a.m., Worship 
at 10:45 a.m., Evening services 
1st, 2nd & 4th Sundays at 7:30 
p.m.
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a.m., Thursday Bible Study at 7 
p.m.
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on Facebook
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ship at 10:30 a.m.
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3.85%
apr*

Let ’s Ride

108 US Highway 14 W | De Smet 
854.5959 | www.DakotalandFCU.com

Contact Us for Further Details | *annual percentage rate | Valid Through October 31, 2022

Auto & Rec Vehicle Loan
rates as low as

KEITH LUKONEN
605-880-7801

Field Representative
Madison 

Livestock Auction

Mitchell 
Livestock Auction Co.
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Obituaries

MEDITATIONS
STUART TWITE 

KENT PIERCE SIEFKER
Kent Pierce Siefker, 87, of El Paso, 

Texas, passed away on Mon., Aug. 29, 
2022. A Graveside Service for family was 
held at 10 a.m. on Mon., Sept. 12, 2022, 
at Fort Bliss National Cemetery in El 
Paso. Pastor Wendell Powers officiated. 

Kent Siefker was born March 22, 
1935, to Frank Ernst Siefker and Gladys 
Pierce Siefker in Mapleton, Iowa. He 
grew up and attended school in Maple-
ton, Iowa, and graduated with the class 
of 1954. He then enlisted in the United 
States Army, where he served in Korea 
during the Korean War. He then special-
ized in Air Defense and was stationed in 
Florida, Texas and California. He retired 
from the Army after twenty years of ser-
vice as a sergeant.  

Upon retirement, he was employed 
with Litton Data Systems and their Air 
Defense Systems out of Van Nuys, Calif. 
His job with Litton entailed him work-
ing overseas in Germany, Iran, Jordan, 
Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and 
other locations worldwide. He enjoyed 
the travel and spending holidays in vari-
ous locations abroad. 

On Dec. 14, 1963, he married Carol 
Lake in Menomonee Falls, Wis. They 
had two children, Michael and Karen. 

Kent attended Cielo Vista Park Bap-
tist Church and then Scottsdale Baptist 
Church during his time of living in El 
Paso.   

Kent enjoyed traveling and partici-
pating in Volksmarches. He enjoyed 
visits from friends and frequented 
McDonalds to visit his friends who met 
there daily. 

Kent is survived by his son, Michael 

and wife Rhonda; daughter, Karen 
and husband Wendell Powers; grand-
children, Kristin Westbrook, Laura 
Dickens, Ryan Powers and Lindsey 
Vásquez; four great-grandchildren, 
Katie and Tarrant Westbrook, along 
with Ellie and Kyle Dickens. He is also 
survived by one sister-in-law, Wilma 
Siefker; three nephews, Scott, David 
and Todd and his in-laws, Kenneth 
“Buddy” Lake Jr. and Shirley O’Connor 
and their families.   

He was preceded in death by his 
wife, Carol Siefker; his parents, Frank 
and Gladys; his brother, Doug and 
grandson, Justin. 

In lieu of flowers, the family would 
request memorial contributions be 
made to your local fire department, 
EMS agency or Veterans’ organization. 

COMPLIMENTARY PAID OBITUARY

Lloyd Gehm
Lloyd Gehm, age 87, of  De Smet, 

S.D., passed away on Sept., 7, 2022, at 
the Diamond Care Center in Bridge-
water, S.D.

Visitation will be from 9-11 a.m. 
on Sat., Sept., 17, 2022, at the Craw-
ford-Osthus Funeral Home in De 
Smet, S.D.

Arrangements by Crawford-
Osthus Funeral Chapel. Watertown, 
Hayti, De Smet and Bryant

www.crawfordosthus.com

THE STORY IS TOLD OF Julius Caesar 
who, after planning a lavish feast and 
entertainment for his friends, woke 
on the appointed day to find nasty 
weather. He grumbled and murmured 
all the day long until his anger over-
came him, and he ordered his soldiers 
to shoot their arrows into the sky at 
their god Jupiter. Well, of  course, the 
arrows didn’t quite reach Jupiter but 
on returning to Earth did impale sev-
eral of  the archers. 

Murmuring … grumbling … who 
among us is free from it? Imagine if  
every thought you had in an aver-
age day was played back for you like 
a marathon reality television show 
(the very thought is a little terrify-
ing!). How much of  it would consist 
of  murmuring or grumbling? The 
moment we arise in the morning, it 
starts, and it continues until sleep 
overtakes us.  

I won’t even begin listing ex-
amples, because they are ubiquitous 
and constant. Murmuring, whether 
we admit it or not, comes naturally 
to the creatures (us) and we tend, 
therefore, to minimize it (when we 
even realize we are indulging in it.)  

But we minimize at our own risk, 
because murmuring is, as Scripture 
repeatedly reminds us, one of  our 
greatest and most dangerous rebel-
lions. Examples abound of  God’s 
people who, finding that what He has 
promised comes not when desired or 
that it looks considerably different 
than imagined, turn to grumbling. 
Or, again, those threatened by the 
life and message of  Jesus, murmur 
about, among many other things, 
with whom he keeps company.  

Why does the Lord admonish 
so strongly against murmuring … 
against a little complaining that, 
after all, everyone does? Our grum-
bling, even about the most mundane 
things, says of  us far more than we 

are aware. It expresses our lack of  
trust in the providence of  God and 
tells us that we know better than He 
does. It is self-righteousness in its 
most basic and commonplace form, 
and self-righteousness is the single 
greatest barrier we put between us 
and the joyful fruits of  the promises 
of  being in relationship with God. 

Murmuring feeds on itself, magni-
fying our troubles, nourishing them 
and growing them until they consume 
our time, our hearts and our minds, 
and, like Caesar’s arrows, return to 
pierce us with our own discontent. 

So, what is the remedy? How can we 
protect ourselves against the arrows?  

Well, first we must know that we 
can’t protect ourselves from any-
thing. It is for us to put off our own 
righteousness and take up the righ-
teousness of  God, to examine our-
selves, to be watchful, to pray, even 
beg, for deeper trust and faith in the 
providence of  God. It is to saturate 
our hearts and minds in the love 
and peace and grace of  the Lord so 
the space left for murmuring is ever 
smaller.  

The noise of  the world is deaf-
ening, filled with our combined 
murmurings and grumblings. As 
children of  God, we are called to 
something higher. The Apostle Paul 
wrote to the Philippians (2:14-16) “Do 
all things without grumbling or dis-
puting, that you may be blameless and 
innocent, children of  God without 
blemish in the midst of  a crooked and 
twisted generation, among whom you 
shine as lights in the world.”  

How much better is it to shine a 
light than to dodge the arrows? 

It's no good grumbling

Horizon Health Foundation serves 22 rural communities so 
patients can have accessible and affordable health care. We 
are looking to expand our board with new talent, vision and 

a passion to lead and serve your community.

HORIZ  N
Health Foundation

The Horizon Health Foundation seeks to advance diversity, equity and inclusion  
to increase effectiveness, enhance impact and advance the common good.

• Willingness to engage
• Personal connection to our cause
• Network of key contacts

• Capacity to give
• Prior board experience
• Specialized expertise

HERE ARE THE QUALITIES WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

If you have any of these qualities, and are interested in serving as a board member, 
go to horizonhealthfoundation.com/board to apply online.

125 S MAIN ST   |   HOWARD, SD 57349 
605.772.4553

To ensure the safety of our patients, employees, and community, Horizon Health Care
has mandated the COVID-19 vaccination series for all employees and board members.

Come join us for BINGO night at 
American Legion Post 138 in De Smet SD. 

September 17th at 6:00 PM.
Hot ham and cheese sandwiches 

and hotdogs for free will donations.  
Beverages for adults and children available. 

All ages welcome!
106 3rd St SW
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5:00 A.M. NO ALARM NEEDED. Mom 
slipped out of  bed, put on her wash 
dress and everyday apron and tiptoed 
downstairs. She scooped a dollop of  
shortening into the cast-iron fry pan 
and took the chicken out of  the re-
frigerator. Darlene and Dorothy had 
helped get things ready last night. 
They had made potato salad, baked 
two apple pies and cut up chickens. 
As the grease began to sizzle, she 
rolled the chicken pieces in seasoned 
flour and plunked them in the frypan. 
Soon, a wonderful aroma permeated 
the kitchen. 

The stair door opened with a 
squeak. Dad padded in. “Smells good 
already!” He pulled on his work boots. 
Before going out for chores, he gave 
his wife a peck on the cheek. “You 
go to a lot of  work for this day. Is it 
worth it?” She added a drumstick and 
nodded a smile. 

7:45 a.m. Our black Ford Fairlane 
drew to the stop sign at the intersec-
tion of  Highway 25 and 14. A steady 
stream of  cars rolled by. Ten minutes 
later, there was a brief  break in traf-
fic, and Dad eased in. 

We were off! Mom, Dad and their 
four youngest headed for Huron. A 
day at the South Dakota State Fair! 
Our parents had enjoyed the tradition 
since their oldest children were big 
enough to go. Those two were on their 
own now, a reminder of  how time 
flies, and kids grow up in the blink 
of  an eye. I think they understood 

at the time how important it was to 
make memories. Obviously, they did 
it right. Every one of  us remembers 
the fair. 

8:15 a.m. We drove into the fair-
ground parking lot, a rough, sod-cov-
ered expanse. At the gate, we got our 
hands stamped. We agreed to meet 
back at the car at noon. 

Dad and Delmer set their sights 
for the machinery. Acres of  shiny-
new inventions invited farmers to 
buy. Partial to green, the men found 
themselves in the middle of  new John 
Deere mowers, combines and other 
contraptions. A friendly salesman 
came along and shook hands with 
both. “Is this the next farmer in the 
family?” Delmer’s chest swelled with 
pride. 

The three ambled through the 
lineup. “I bet this young man would 

like to get the feel of  the new 730 
tractor.” A glance at Dad for per-
mission, and Delmer scrambled up 
to the yellow seat. When they were 
ready to move on, the salesman 
handed Dad a packet of  informa-
tion. He tossed two ball point pens 
to Delmer. My brother’s braces 
sparkled in thanks. 

Meanwhile, Mom and we girls be-
gan at the 4-H building. We wandered 
through the displays of  exhibits from 
young people all over the state. It was 
fun to see if  we agreed with the judg-
es’ choices for top ribbons. 

The crowd was growing consider-
ably as we entered the Horticulture 
Building. Hundreds of  tables of  
flowers filled the area. We “oohed” 
and “aahhed,” taking in the glorious 
scents as well as the beauty. Organ 
music added to the aura. All at once, 
we came upon a wondrous sight. Mir-
rors! Rows and shelves and hangers 
displayed the loveliest bouquets in 
front of  mirrors. We stared as the re-
flections lit the room. 

The Women’s Building presented 
handmade items of  every craft 
imaginable, doilies, quilts, beautiful 
embroidery. We found ourselves ad-
miring AND wanting to create such 
beautiful things. 

Suddenly, Mom looked at her 
watch. “We had better start back to 
the car. It’s nearly noon.” Tummies 
growled in agreement. 

Dad and Delmer fell in just be-

hind us outside the gate. Others 
were already enjoying their pic-
nic. They smiled and waved as we 
walked by. At the car the whole 
family pitched in. As we sat on 
blankets and enjoyed Mom’s fried 
chicken, we reported and listened 
to accounts of  the fair. Excitedly, we 
planned the rest of  the day’s activi-
ties—from the all-you-could-drink-
milk-for-a-dime at the Dairy Bar to 
the rodeo at the grandstand. 

9:00 p.m. A continuous line of  car 
lights followed us as we drove east out 
of  Huron toward home. The kids in 
the back seat were quiet. Dad checked 
his rear-view mirror to see contented 
smiles. He stole a glance at Mom. 
“What do you think? Was it worth all 
that work?” 

At that moment the little girl who 
sat between them leaned her head 
against her mother’s side and snored 
softly. Mom smiled. “I can’t wait ‘til 
next year!” 

Want to read more of  Kruempel’s 
writing? Her book, Once Upon a 
Midwest Sunset, as well as her 
5-book series, Promises to Keep, 
are available on Amazon.com. 
All make great gifts for all ages. 
Watch for details of  Kruempel’s 
soon-to-be-released book, Putting 
on the Big Boots, a compilation 
of  the stories from the column of  
the same name. Contact DeAnn at 
deannkruempelauthor@gmail.com 

Was it worth it? Memories of the State Fair

BACK TO  
FORWARD
DEANN (WOLKOW) KRUEMPEL

OF ALL THE ENJOYMENT this column 
gives me, the one I love best is when 
people tell me they heard it at coffee, 
and it made their day. Well, here's one 
that will be a nice example of  that.

DUCK AND THE BARTENDER
A duck walks into a pub and orders 

a pint of  beer and a ham sandwich. 
The bartender looks at him and 

says, "Hang on! You're a duck." 
"I see your eyes are working," re-

plies the duck. 
"And you can talk!" exclaims the 

bartender. 
"I see your ears are working, too," 

says the duck. "Now, if  you don't 
mind, can I have my beer and my 
sandwich please?" 

"Certainly, sorry about that," says 
the bartender as he pours the duck 
a pint. "It's just we don't get many 
ducks in this pub. What are you doing 
around this way?" 

"I'm working on the building site 
across the road," explains the duck. 

"I'm a plasterer." 

The flabbergasted bartender can-
not believe the duck and wants to 
learn more but takes the hint when 
the duck pulls out a newspaper from 
his bag and proceeds to read it. 

So, the duck reads his paper, 
drinks his beer, eats his sandwich, 
bids the barman good day and leaves. 

The same thing happens for two 
weeks. 

Then, one day, the circus comes to 
town. 

The ringmaster comes into the pub 
for a pint, and the bartender says to 
him, "You're with the circus, aren't 
you? Well, I know this duck that could 
be just brilliant in your circus. He 
talks, drinks beer, eats sandwiches, 
reads the newspaper and everything!" 

"Sounds marvelous," says the ring-
master, handing over his business 
card. 

"Get him to give me a call." 
So, the next day when the duck 

comes into the pub, the bartender 
says, 

"Hey, Mr. Duck, I reckon I can line 
you up with a top job, paying really 
good money." 

"I'm always looking for the next 
job," says the duck. "Where is it?" 

"At the circus," says the bartender. 
"The circus?" repeats the duck. 
"That's right," replies the bar-

tender. 
"The circus?" the duck asks again. 

"With the big TENT?" 
"Yeah!" the bartender replies. 
"With all the animals who live in 

CAGES and performers who live in 
CARAVANS?" says the duck. 

"Of  course," the bartender replies. 
"And the tent has CANVAS sides 

and a big canvas roof  with a hole in 
the middle?" persists the duck. 

"That's right!" says the bartender. 
The duck shakes his head in 

amazement and says, "What would 
they want with a plasterer?" 

Oh, what the bartender must have thought...

THE GOOD 
STUFF
JIM THOMPSON

Health Care
HORIZ  N

Insurance and Medicaid will be billed if available, but 
no cost will be passed along to the patient.

MILES
FOR

The Smiles for Miles program is funded thanks to the
generous investors of the Horizon Health Foundation.

www.horizonhealthfoundation.com

DE  SMET  DENTAL  SERVICES
401  PRAIRIE  AVE  SW  •  DE  SMET

Call 605.854.3444 to
schedule an appointment.

FREE Cleaning, Dental 
Exam, & Fluoride Treatment
Children Ages 0-5
October 2022

Rocky the Racoon 
says you’re never 

too young for a 
dental checkup!

Happy Homecoming to Lake Preston!
Show Class! Have Pride! 

Display Character!
Go Sharks!!!!

315 Main Ave, Lake Preston, SD
 (605) 847-4612
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We are Your full-service electrical contractor serving all of Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial - Industrial - Service - Generators 
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing - Cable Fault Locating - Vertical Drilling

Toll-Free Phone Number for all Locations:
877-876-3434

Same Day Response with a One-year Guarantee! 
Visit our website at www.efraimsonelectric.com

877-876-3434

Homecoming is a time to come together as a 
community and celebrate our school spirit!

Go Sharks!
The Lake Preston Community 

Health Center began operations in 
1990, committing to its promise to 

keep communities well. 
Lake Preston CHC relocated to a 

brand new clinic built in 2022. Our 
clinic offers affordable, quality 

care to anyone.

Serving South Dakota from South Dakota

WWW.DESMETFARMMUTUAL.COM

Happy Homecoming Lake Preston!
Go Sharks!

FARM & RANCH     HOMEOWNERS AUTOMOBILE

Preferred application 
deadline is October 7

Applications are currently being 
accepted from South Dakota high 
school students interested in serving 
as pages for the 2023 Legislative Ses-
sion.

Pages are appointed to serve in 
the House of  Representatives or the 
Senate for one of  five terms during 
January, February, and March. The 
98th South Dakota Legislative Session 
runs from January 10, 2023, to March 
27, 2023, with a recess from March 10-
26. Pages are assigned to committee 
meetings in the mornings and Cham-
ber floor sessions in the afternoons, 
and assist legislators, as needed. 
Pages receive $55 for each legislative 
day they serve.

Representative Spencer Gosch, 
Speaker of  the House, says the pro-
gram is a good opportunity for stu-
dents from across the state to experi-
ence the legislative process firsthand.

"The students who serve as legisla-
tive pages come from school districts 
of  all sizes, from all parts of  South 

Dakota, and have included home-
schooled students, too. During their 
term, they're actually part of  the 
legislative process on a daily basis. 
That's an experience you can only get 
in Pierre, only during Session," said 
Gosch.

Senator Lee Schoenbeck, President 
Pro Tempore, says being a page is a 
social as well as educational experi-
ence for the young people who take 
part in the program.

"Students who serve as pages get to 
know the legislators who serve their 
district, meet with the Governor, and 
make lasting friendships with other 
young people who may share their 
interests. Some former pages go on to 
become legislative interns and even 
legislators. It's the kind of  experience 
that can really shape a young person's 
future," Schoenbeck said.

The preferred application deadline 
is October 7, 2022, with a final dead-
line of  October 21, 2022. Information 
on the Page program, including an 
application, can be found on the Leg-
islative Research Council's website 
https://sdlegislature.gov/Students/
Page

Legislature seeking 
high school students for 
legislative pages

A little Opry on the local stage!
Billy Troy from Omaha, Neb., received a standing ovation when he brought 
Nashville and the Grand Ole’ Opry to the De Smet Event Center on Sun., Sept. 
11 in the fourth concert of the De Smet Area Concert Series. Troy is a Nashville 
performer who delights his audiences with his great voice and music plus 
entertaining tales of growing up on the Nashville stage with his father, who played 
the dobro for several groups, and times with famous country music stars. (Photo 
by Rita Anderson)

Kingsbury Journal Office Hours:
Monday 12:00-5:00, Tuesday - Wednesday 8:00 - 

5:00, Thursday 8:00-12:00. 

Answering machine is always on. Please leave a 
message and someone will return your call.
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IN THE UNITED STATES, more than 100 
different apple varieties grow, but 
thankfully, around here there aren’t 
that many from which to choose. 
This is a good thing for people like 
me who struggle to figure out which 
apples should be used for what. This 
week, I’m going to share my top 
five picks when it comes to the best 
apples for baking. 

First on my list would be Honey-
crisp. It is sweet, super crunchy and 
versatile. The skin is red and yellow, 
and the apple has a crisp texture. It 
is great for pies, bars, applesauce and 
just about any baked treat. 

Granny Smith apples are known 
for being tart and juicy. Tart, firm 
apples like these hold their shape in 
the oven under a layer of  pie crust. A 
mix of  sweet and tart apples is ideal 
for desserts like pie, but since their 
skin is thicker than others, you may 
want to peel them before baking. 

Pink Lady apples are great for 
everything from bread to dessert. 
They’ll stay firm after baking and 

have a crisp (some say fizzy) bite to 
them. 

Red Delicious apples break down 
easily and are perfect for applesauce, 
preserves, apple butter or cake. Any 
recipe that doesn’t require slices to 
maintain their shape will be well 
suited for this variety. 

Fuji apples are great right out of  
the fridge. They have a red skin and 
are sweet, firm and juicy. Any recipe 
that calls for a firm apple can be used 
with this variety. Fujis are great for 
pies, crisps and other baked goods. 

This is a great recipe for apple 
crisp. Not only does it taste delicious, 
but it will fill your house with the 

wonderful scents of  apples and cinna-
mon. Enjoy! 

PEOPLE OFTEN TALK ABOUt having a 
“gut feeling” when they know some-
thing is wrong. What feelings come 
when there is something wrong with 
the digestive system itself, and how 
do you differentiate between "butter-
flies" acting up and a serious gastro-
intestinal problem? 

There are many different organs 
that can cause GI problems, which 
may include the esophagus, stom-
ach, the small intestine and the 
large intestine. 

The esophagus is the tube that 
connects the mouth to the stomach. 
The most common issue people 
have with the esophagus is acid 
reflux or "heartburn." Reflux is a 
burning sensation in the chest and 
frequently includes a taste of  acid 
in the back of  the throat. Occasional 
heartburn can be a nuisance, but 
chronic heartburn can lead to dam-
age to the cells in the esophagus and 
cause them to change in appearance. 
This change makes them more like-
ly to develop into cancer over time. 

A common stomach issue is ul-
cers, an erosion of  the lining of  the 

stomach. Ulcers are painful, and 
the pain worsens after eating due to 
stomach acid released during diges-
tion. Ulcers are often caused by the 
bacteria H. Pylori, for which your 
doctor can test. 

The small intestine connects the 
stomach and the large intestine and 
is the longest part of  the digestive 
system. This organ is also where 
most of  the nutrients from your food 
are absorbed. Issues with the small 

intestine can lead to diarrhea, mal-
nutrition and bleeding, which could 
result in anemia. Problems with the 
small intestine cannot only result 
in discomfort, but also contribute to 
nutritional problems that can affect 
the rest of  the body. 

Celiac disease, Crohn’s disease 
and small intestine bacterial over-
growth all affect the small intestine. 
These disorders can cause abdomi-
nal pain, severe diarrhea, fatigue, 
weight loss and malnutrition. 

The colon or large intestine can 
suffer from irritable bowel syn-
drome. Irritable bowel syndrome 
(IBS) is not fully understood but 
is thought to be at least partially 
caused by an abnormality in the 
brain-gut interaction. It can lead to 
diarrhea, constipation or a mixture 
of  both. It also causes cramps, bloat-
ing, excessive gas and abdominal 
pain. Another large intestinal issue 
is diverticulitis, which results when 
"pockets" in the colon called diver-
ticula become inflamed and infected. 
Often individuals with diverticulitis 
have left lower abdominal pain, fe-

ver, nausea and vomiting. 
As you can see, there can be 

many different complex conditions 
that can cause your gut to give you 
"feelings," and many of  these condi-
tions have overlapping signs and 
symptoms. If  you have any concerns 
regarding your gastrointestinal 
tract, you should talk to your prima-
ry care doctor, who can help direct 
you for further testing, which may 
include a referral to a gastroenterol-
ogist or surgeon. Most importantly, 
remember to listen to what your gut 
is telling you, so you can start feel-
ing better soon. 

Jill Kruse, D.O. is part of  The Prairie 
Doc® team of  physicians and currently 
practices as a hospitalist in Brookings, 
South Dakota. Follow The Prairie 
Doc® at www.prairiedoc.org and on 
Facebook featuring On Call with the 
Prairie Doc®, a medical Q&A show 
providing health information based 
on science, built on trust, broadcast on 
SDPB and streaming live on Facebook 
most Thursdays at 7 p.m. central.     

HOME GROWN
AMY HALVERSON

Let’s talk about apples and easy apple crisp
Slow Cooker Apple Crisp  

Apple Mix: 
8 Granny Smith apples, peeled, cored 

and cut into ¼-inch slices 
½ cup packed light brown sugar 
2 tablespoons sugar 
¼ teaspoon nutmeg 
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
¼ teaspoon salt 

Crisp Topping: 
1 cup Old Fashioned Oats 
¾ cup flour 
¼ cup packed light brown sugar 
1 teaspoon cinnamon 
¼ teaspoon salt 
½ cup cold unsalted butter, cubed   

Begin by making the apple mixture: Place apples in slow cooker. Add brown 
sugar, sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg and salt. Stir. Let sit while making topping. 

To make crisp topping, combine oats, flour, brown sugar, cinnamon and 
salt in large bowl. Stir. Using fingertips, work butter into oat mixture until it 
clumps together. 

Stir apple mix and spread in an even layer. Sprinkle crisp topping over apple 
layer. 

Cook on high for 2 hours or on low for 3 - 3 ½ hours, until apples are soft. 
Turn off heat and let stand covered for 30–60 minutes before serving. 

Listen to your gut, and tell your doctor about it

THE PRAIRIE 
DOC
JILL KRUSE, D.O.

WICKS CONSIGNMENT
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH 

IN CARPENTER AT 10AM.
Located at the Legion Hall.

Check out our facebook page for more info:
www.facebook.com/WicksConsignmentAuction

All are welcome to an Open House, 
Come-and-Go Bridal Shower for Molly Koisti, 

“sweet” bride-to-be of Lucca Shimanuki.

On Saturday, September 17, 2:00-3:30pm
Badger Lutheran Church, 

Badger, SD

The couple is registered at Target and online at www.honeyfund.com.
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M E N U S
60s-plus menu
Ward’s Store & Bakery is serving 
senior meals for breakfast and for 
lunch. Please call (605) 854-3688 to 
be added to the list.  
THURSDAY, SEPT 15: Chicken Fried 
Steak, Mashed Potatoes/Gravy, 
Vegetable, Fruit, Bun 
FRIDAY, SEPT 16: Fish Sandwich/
Bun, Tater Tots, Vegetable, Fruit 
MONDAY, SEPT 19: Chicken Corden 
Bleu, Mashed Potatoes, Green 
Beans, Fruit, Bun 
TUESDAY, SEPT 20: Tater Tot Hotdish 
w/Vegetables, Dessert, Bun 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT 21: Chef  Salad w/
Protein, Vegetables, Cheese, Fruit, 
Crackers 

School Lunch
THURSDAY, SEPT 15: Corndog, Baked 
Beans, Grapes, Birthday Cake 
FRIDAY, SEPT 16: Pizza, Corn, Melon 
Mix 
MONDAY, SEPT 19: Hamburger/Bun, 
Baked Beans, Mandarin Oranges 
TUESDAY, SEPT 20: Cheese Omelet, 
Smile Potatoes, Mini Chocolate 
Chip Cookies, Fruit Juice 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT 21: Chicken 
Nuggets, Green Beans, Tropical 
Fruit, Dinner Bun 

KINGSBURY JOURNAL

De Smet

NEWS BRIEFS

The DeSmet family visits De Smet
VISITORS

Time for some  
Legion BINGO!

American Legion Post 138 up-
coming events to look forward to.

• Bingo – Sept. 17 (doors open at 
6:00 p.m. Snacks and adult bever-
ages will be served. 

• Legion District Meeting – Sept. 
24 at Wessington Springs Post 14 – 
11:00 a.m. social, 12:00 p.m. meal, 
1:00 p.m. meeting) 

• Steak Feed – Oct. 1 (sirloin 
steak, baked potato, potato salad 
and coleslaw) 

• Veterans Day Flags – Nov. 11 
(putting up at 7:00 a.m., taking 
down at 5:00 p.m.) 

• Turkey Bingo – Nov. 12 (25 tur-
keys and 5 hams) 

Family with 11 siblings is 
related to Father De Smet 
BY RITA ANDERSON 
Kingsbury Journal

The DeSmet family came to De 
Smet on Thursday to see all of  the 
sites and especially the Father De 
Smet statue that represents one of  
their ancestors. Three DeSmet sis-
ters, Susie (DeSmet) Paul from St. 
Peter, Minn., Margie (DeSmet) Dahl 
and her husband Butch from Mar-
shall, Minn., and Joan (DeSmet) Hen-
nen from Alexandria, Minn., came 
to visit Jerry DeSmet and his wife 
Mary in Lake Hendricks, S.D. (on the 
edge of  the Minnesota border), and 
they traveled together to De Smet for 
a family reunion.  

The DeSmets were a fun group tour-
ing the town and shopping on Main 
Street. They felt lucky it was Crazy 
Days in De Smet, and they could all act 
a little ‘crazy.’ The sisters tried on pa-
jama bottoms in front of Prairie Town 
Gifts, visited the stores on Main Street 
while shopping the wares on the side-
walks, toured the Laura Ingalls Wilder 
sites and the De Smet Event Center and 
grabbed some family photos in front of  
the Father De Smet statue. 

Jerry and Mary DeSmet have vis-
ited De Smet several times in the past. 
Others recalled special memories 
of  traveling through De Smet. Susie 
Paul made a special trip through De 
Smet in April this year to have her 
picture taken in front of  the De Smet 
sign. The Dahls came through in 1975 
while on their honeymoon.    

“I have always wanted to come 
back,” said Margie Dahl. 

Mary DeSmet recalled stopping at 
the De Smet Café downtown many 
years ago. Everyone in the café was so 
excited to see the name of  DeSmet on 
the check that she wrote, they posted 
the check on the bulletin board and 
did not cash it for two months.  

Raised on a farm seven miles south 
of  Minneota, Minn., there were 11 
children in the William and Margaret 
DeSmet family. Juliana, Deanna, Pau-
line and Jeff, three of  the oldest chil-
dren and the youngest brother have 
passed away. Those still living are 
Larry, Bernard (Ben), Ronald (Ron), 
Susie, Jerry, Margie and Joanie.  

“We had our own baseball and foot-
ball teams,” Jerry recalled. “We often 
worked out in the gardens, and when 
all eleven of  us got out there picking 

those vegetables, we got a lot of  work 
done in a hurry.” 

Susie told the story of  how one fel-
low, who came from a family with five 
children, asked her what it was like 
growing up with 11 in the family.   

“I want to know what it was like for 
you growing up with only five kids,” 
she replied. 

The DeSmet’s grandmother came 
to the United States from Gent, Bel-
gium. She passed stories down to 
them of  being related to Father De 
Smet, and how he ministered to the 
Indians. She also told them of  her trip 
as a child to the United States, which 
took two weeks. They had to live on 
the deck of  the ship the entire way 

and fixed their own meals there, also. 
Her parents and five children settled 
in Indiana, and then Susie moved to 
Ghent, Minn., where she worked as 
a housekeeper and met her husband. 
The town of  Ghent was named for 
Gent, Belgium, with a slight differ-
ence in spelling. 

The brothers are very proud of  
serving in the Army. Jerry served 
during the Vietnam War and Ben 
during the Korean War. Margie’s hus-
band Butch also served in the Army. 

The DeSmets were very impressed 
with the town, and they loved the 
noon siren. They enjoyed the many 
great things to see and do, places to 
shop and friendly people.  

“Everyone waves at you!” said 
Mary. 

AND ANOTHER ONE!
Ironically, another Father De Smet 

descendant visited De Smet earlier in 
the week. Eric De Smet from Kansas 
City, Mo., stayed at the Prairie House 
Manor on Sunday and Monday in a 
pilgrimage to all places named after 
his family. His grandfather, with many 
past ‘greats’ in front of  his name, was 
a brother to Father De Smet.  

Father De Smet descendants from Minnesota enjoyed a family reunion and many 
activities in De Smet. In front of the Father De Smet statue in Washington Park are 
Butch and Margie Dahl, left, Jerry and Mary DeSmet, Joan Hennen and Susie Paul. 
(Photo by Rita Anderson)

Fast AG Air LLC
To Book Ground and Aerial Acres, 

Contact Midstate Agronomy: 605-854-9282 
or Fast Ag Air at 605-878-0899

Operating out of Watertown, 
Estelline and DeSmet
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1947: Free chest x-rays here next week; also over county 

De Smet
DAYS GONE BY

10 YEARS AGO
September 12, 2012

The De Smet School Board heard 
Monday about plans that are current-
ly being finalized for a multi-purpose 
activity and wellness center in De 

Smet. 
The project would be funded by 

a combined grant and privately do-
nated money. Similar projects in sur-
rounding communities have carried 

price tags between $700,000 and $1.4 
million, with an estimated yearly up-
keep of  $20,000.

25 YEARS AGO
September 10, 1997

De Smet Bulldogs girls’ basketball 
team led Deubrook through most of  
the first half  in the season opener, but 
the Dolphins pulled away in the final 
quarter to win 66-53.

Brandyn Warne led Bulldog shooting 
with 22 points. Warne made 18 of  her 
total in the first half. LeAnn Mandernach 
added 18 points. Warne led De Smet 
rebounding with 16. Julie Landmark had 
10 rebounds for Deubrook. 

50 YEARS AGO
September 14, 1972

Six members of  the De Smet Vol-
unteer Fire Department attended the 
Southeast Fire District Fire School 
in Brookings last Sunday. They were 
Jack Colwell, Bob Lee, Norman Steen, Don 

Bohn, Lowell Hansen and Gene Kracht.
The school involved a review and 

updating of  fire practices and an 
equipment display.

During the afternoon, team racing 
was held. The races, called evolutions, 
involve fire drill routines such as lay-
ing out and connecting 20 feet of  hose 
and knocking down water targets.

75 YEARS AGO
September 11, 1947

South Dakota’s mobile x-ray unit, 
touring the state in an effort to check 
for tuberculosis, will be in De Smet 
next week, under the sponsorship of  
the state board of  health. 

Free chest x-rays will be given at 
the firehall, where the portable equip-
ment will be located. No appoint-
ments are necessary, the procedure 
requiring only a few minutes. 

Stops are being made in every 
town, the goal being to x-ray everyone 
in the state.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO: Businesses on the north end of De Smet’s main street 
got the answer Monday during a short, heavy downpour that dumped just over 
an inch of rain in about a half hour. The flooding contributed to two motor vehicle 
accidents because drivers couldn’t see where they were driving.

SCHOOL BOARD

De Smet Early Childhood Screenings
The De Smet Elementary School will be holding early 

childhood developmental screenings for children living in the 
De Smet School District. The screening will take place on 

Wednesday, September 28th at the De Smet Event Center.
Children aged Birth to 5 are eligible to be screened for hearing, 
cognitive ability, physical growth, fine and gross motor skills. 

All children NOT currently enrolled in the De Smet
Preschool Program are asked to attend.

Please contact Traci Schoenfelder at LIW Elementary School 854-3963 prior to 
Friday, September 23rd, if you would like your child screened.

NOTICE
CITY OF DE SMET will be FLUSHING MAINS

Tuesday & Wednesday, 
September 20 & 21, 2022

10am ~ 5pm
Weather permitting

DE SMET COMMON COUNCIL

BY AMY HALVERSON 
Kingsbury Journal 

De Smet School Board met on 
Mon., Sept. 12, 2022 at 5:30 p.m. They 
discussed several items including the 
surplus house, conflict of  interest 
disclosures, principal reports and the 
budget. 

REVIEW OF PROPOSED  
FISCAL YEAR 2023 BUDGET 

Susan Purintun advised the school 
board of  some changes to the budget. 
One item was for food service, which 
will receive an additional $12,000 for 
purchasing foods produced in Amer-
ica. They will be using these funds to 
purchase milk. 

Another item was an increase in 
funds with increased enrollment in 
the schools. The schools receive $3,544 
per student. 

The board discussed increasing 
the special education levy from $1 
to $1.25 per $1,000. The state will not 
help the school with these expenses 
unless they levy $1.599 per $1,000 and 
use up the entire fund balance. The 
board wants to make sure they have 
enough funds to cover any upcoming 
expenses for special education.  

The board wants to be cautious 
about what they are taxing. They 
don’t want to ask for the $1.599 re-
quired to get additional state funds, 

but they want to make sure they have 
enough funds to cover expenses.  

SURPLUS HOUSE 
The board had scheduled to open 

bids on the surplus house at 507 3rd 
Street SW, but they did not receive 
any bids. The board decided to have 
the house torn down.  

PRINCIPAL BETTIN REPORTS  
Principal Bettin informed the 

board that he had organized two we-
binars. One was a program called Get 
More Math for 3rd grade – algebra II. 
The school was given a one-year free 
subscription for math teachers to use. 

The other one was Go Red Ink, 
which helps students improve their 
writing skills. It helps with skills such 
as building sentences and paragraphs 
and gives teachers the flexibility to 
change it to suit individual student’s 
needs.  

Bettin informed the board that prep-
arations for homecoming have begun. 
Staff put together a committee. They 
have met once and will meet again this 
week with the Student Council. Coro-
nation will be Mon., Oct. 3 at 7:30 p.m. 
Homecoming will be on Fri., Oct. 7 with 
a pep rally at the football field following 
the parade. The game will be against 
Hitchcock/Tulare.  

An early dismissal set for October 
7 will be moved to October 14, so stu-

dents will be around for all the home-
coming activities. 

Teen Mental Health met with ju-
niors today and are meeting with par-
ents now. This program gives youth 
skills to handle hearing something 
concerning and how to handle that 
situation. They can return each year 
or do multi-grades. The S.D. Exten-
sion offers this at no cost to the school 

The cross-country invitational 
was held on Thurs., Sept. 8. Nineteen 
teams participated, with just under 320 
runners. Bettin said there were prob-
ably 500 people on the golf  course. It 
was a lot of  fun, and he enjoyed it. 

Enrollment was up by three from 
projection, including a couple of  stu-
dents leaving.  

VAN REGENMORTER REPORTS 
On Thurs., Oct. 15, Tour of  Kind-

ness assemblies, paid for by the Youth 
Wellness Coalition, will be held, one 
for the elementary school and one for 
middle/high school. 

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES 
The board approved the resigna-

tion of  Terry Holland, head of  facili-

ties. 
The board’s approval of  signed em-

ployment agreements for:  
• John Hart - HS/MS Study Hall/

ICU Coordinator 
• Traci Schoenfelder and Barb 

Asleson - Cheerleading Co-Coaches 
• Nicole Berg and Sydnee Winter – 

One Act Play Co-Coaches 
• Dave Van Regenmorter – Head of  

Facilities 
• Stephanie Botkin, amended con-

tract – Kindergarten, Second Grade 
and paraprofessional 

• The board approved volunteer 
cross-country coach Noah Roth.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURES 
• Barb Asleson as a board member 

and cheer coach 
• Dave Van Regenmorter as head of  

facilities 
Next month, when the board ap-

proves the minutes, Susan Purintun 
will forward them on to the S.D. Audi-
tor General and S.D. Attorney Gen-
eral. They will each have it on record 
that it has been approved, and every-
one knows about it. 

Budget reviewed, new hires approved
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Jacie McCune, Ella Poppinga, Leah Millman, Tucker Anderson, Emma 
Sudenga, Emma Albrecht, Cael Schoenfelder, Gannon Gruenhagen, Jada 
Burke, and Kasen Janssen enjoy some free time during their study hall.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
Staff member Jenni Karlen is a new 

face to the De Smet School District, and 
she teaches K-12 vocal music.  In Iroquois, 
she teaches instrumental music. She also 
teaches private guitar and voice lessons 
in her spare time. Her goal for this year is 
to help her choir students be successful 
in her class. Jenni likes the salad bar 
for lunch at school. Movies, cosplay and 
virtual concur challenges are Jenni’s 
favorite hobbies. During the summer, 
Mrs. Karlen likes to shore or boat fi sh, 
travel, and take care of Mr. Cash, her 
dog, and spend time with her husband, 
Trey. The Olymics are Jenni’s favorite 
sporting event. Her favorite classes were 
choir, band, and English. SDSU was the 
college that she attended; she was in 
the womens choir, fi rst chair fl ute, fl ute 
ensemble, opera workshop, and won the 
Cincerao Ariz Competition her senior 
year of college.

Exchange student joins 
De Smet High School

New year = new staff
BY: JOURNALISM STAFF

Mr. John Hart has recently started 
working full-time for De Smet High 
School as a study hall / ICU adviser, but 
he had been substituting for the school 
for the past year. He is working on 
getting his Elementary Education degree 
from DSU. Some things John really likes 
to do are to help kids get all their work 
off the ICU list, ride bikes, play disc golf, 
and play tabletop games. His favorite 
sport is rugby, and he has participated 
in track and rugby at SDSU. His favorite 
class is English. One thing he loves for 
lunch is chicken strips.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
New to the administration team is 

Mr. Daniel Bettin , and he has degrees in 
administration, K-12 PE, coaching, and 
Drivers Education. The principal  joined  
the DeSmet School District because 
he followed the Bulldogs in sports and 
thought it would be a great place to 
work. His goals for the year are to get to 
know all students on a fi rst name basis 
(by Christmas), and spend as much time 

as possible at sports events and other 
activities. One of his favorite school 
lunches is chicken gravy on mashed 
potatoes. A couple of his hobbies are 
hunting and fi shing, and he likes to 
spend time outside at the lake in the 
summer. Some of his favorite sports are 
football and baseball. Mr.Bettin’s favorite 
subject when he was in school was social 
studies. He has attended NDSU and 
Minnesota State.University.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
Shannon Pamlund, the new FACS 

teacher,  has degrees in Elementary 
Education, Middle School, and a masters 
degree in K-12 Educational Technology.  
Mrs. Palmlund teaches FACS classes 
and FCCLA, as well as business and 
technology.  She has been a Bulldog 
most of her life so Shannon decided to 
join DHS.  She was a 1999 grad, and her 
goals for this year are to know each of 
her students and encourage them to join 
FCCLA. Some of her favorite hobbies are 
arts and crafts and 4-wheeling in the 
Black Hills during the summer while 
camping.  Shannon loves cheerleading 
and volleyball and her favorite subject 
was music. She went to NDSU and DSU.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
A new face at the school is Kyler 

Julius. He has a bachelor’s degree and 
a master’s degree in counseling. He 
supports students in their activities 
and their needs. Some reasons why he 
joined the De Smet School District, “I 
felt very welcoming and everyone was 
super nice”. His goal for this year is to 
get to know as many students and their 
families as possible. Kyler’s favorite 
school lunch is chicken patties. His 
favorite hobbies and sports are golf and 
baseball. Mr. Julius’s favorite thing to 
do in the summer is to go waterskiing. 
Social studies was his favorite subject. 
In 2016  he attended SDSU and was an 
ambassador while at college.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
Premysl (Premek) Pekara recently joined the student body at De Smet High School. 

Frydlant nad Ostravici is his home in The Czech Republic.  His parents are Stanislav 
and Vera; he has one older brother, Stepan. For this school year, he lives in De Smet 
with host parents Jeff and Lindsay Nolte, and host brother, Caleb. 

Premek’s favorite food is raspberries. He enjoys wrestling and kidding around with 
his brother. When he was younger, Premek wanted to be a pilot, but now he would like 
to attend college and become a dentist. He has enjoyed travelling around Europe, espe-
cially to France

Premek plans to join the band, play football, run track, and participate in other ac-
tivities while in De Smet.

John HartJenni Karlen

Shannon Palmlund

Kyler Julius

Daniel Bettin, principal

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
At De Smet High School, seniors enjoy the privilege of free study halls when meet-

ing the academic and attendance requirements. Students are permitted to leave the 
building during their scheduled study hall class periods.  A group of students from the 
class of 2023 chose to study in comfort near the entrance to the school last week.

Free at last

Capturing the perfect shot

Hailey Lee, Caleb Nolte, and Brooklyn Coughlin gather photos for the 
yearbook and Kingsbury Journal.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
• FFA Land Judging in De Smet
• JH (7) VB vs ELB @ 4:00pm
• JH (8) VB vs  ELB @ 5:00pm
• JV VB vs ELB @ 6:15pm
• VB vs ELB @ 7:15pm

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
•  FB @ W/W @ 7:00pm

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
• VB @ Lake Preston Tourney @ 

9:00am

De Smet School Activities
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 the bulldog bark the bulldog bark

the bulldog bark  staff
2022-2023

Advisor: Mrs. Lindsay Nolte
Student Staff: Kalyn Kruger, Hailey Lee, Caleb Nolte, Brooklyn Coughlin

VOLUME 2 / ISSUE 1

Jacie McCune, Ella Poppinga, Leah Millman, Tucker Anderson, Emma 
Sudenga, Emma Albrecht, Cael Schoenfelder, Gannon Gruenhagen, Jada 
Burke, and Kasen Janssen enjoy some free time during their study hall.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
Staff member Jenni Karlen is a new 

face to the De Smet School District, and 
she teaches K-12 vocal music.  In Iroquois, 
she teaches instrumental music. She also 
teaches private guitar and voice lessons 
in her spare time. Her goal for this year is 
to help her choir students be successful 
in her class. Jenni likes the salad bar 
for lunch at school. Movies, cosplay and 
virtual concur challenges are Jenni’s 
favorite hobbies. During the summer, 
Mrs. Karlen likes to shore or boat fi sh, 
travel, and take care of Mr. Cash, her 
dog, and spend time with her husband, 
Trey. The Olymics are Jenni’s favorite 
sporting event. Her favorite classes were 
choir, band, and English. SDSU was the 
college that she attended; she was in 
the womens choir, fi rst chair fl ute, fl ute 
ensemble, opera workshop, and won the 
Cincerao Ariz Competition her senior 
year of college.

Exchange student joins 
De Smet High School

New year = new staff
BY: JOURNALISM STAFF

Mr. John Hart has recently started 
working full-time for De Smet High 
School as a study hall / ICU adviser, but 
he had been substituting for the school 
for the past year. He is working on 
getting his Elementary Education degree 
from DSU. Some things John really likes 
to do are to help kids get all their work 
off the ICU list, ride bikes, play disc golf, 
and play tabletop games. His favorite 
sport is rugby, and he has participated 
in track and rugby at SDSU. His favorite 
class is English. One thing he loves for 
lunch is chicken strips.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
New to the administration team is 

Mr. Daniel Bettin , and he has degrees in 
administration, K-12 PE, coaching, and 
Drivers Education. The principal  joined  
the DeSmet School District because 
he followed the Bulldogs in sports and 
thought it would be a great place to 
work. His goals for the year are to get to 
know all students on a fi rst name basis 
(by Christmas), and spend as much time 

as possible at sports events and other 
activities. One of his favorite school 
lunches is chicken gravy on mashed 
potatoes. A couple of his hobbies are 
hunting and fi shing, and he likes to 
spend time outside at the lake in the 
summer. Some of his favorite sports are 
football and baseball. Mr.Bettin’s favorite 
subject when he was in school was social 
studies. He has attended NDSU and 
Minnesota State.University.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
Shannon Pamlund, the new FACS 

teacher,  has degrees in Elementary 
Education, Middle School, and a masters 
degree in K-12 Educational Technology.  
Mrs. Palmlund teaches FACS classes 
and FCCLA, as well as business and 
technology.  She has been a Bulldog 
most of her life so Shannon decided to 
join DHS.  She was a 1999 grad, and her 
goals for this year are to know each of 
her students and encourage them to join 
FCCLA. Some of her favorite hobbies are 
arts and crafts and 4-wheeling in the 
Black Hills during the summer while 
camping.  Shannon loves cheerleading 
and volleyball and her favorite subject 
was music. She went to NDSU and DSU.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
A new face at the school is Kyler 

Julius. He has a bachelor’s degree and 
a master’s degree in counseling. He 
supports students in their activities 
and their needs. Some reasons why he 
joined the De Smet School District, “I 
felt very welcoming and everyone was 
super nice”. His goal for this year is to 
get to know as many students and their 
families as possible. Kyler’s favorite 
school lunch is chicken patties. His 
favorite hobbies and sports are golf and 
baseball. Mr. Julius’s favorite thing to 
do in the summer is to go waterskiing. 
Social studies was his favorite subject. 
In 2016  he attended SDSU and was an 
ambassador while at college.

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
Premysl (Premek) Pekara recently joined the student body at De Smet High School. 

Frydlant nad Ostravici is his home in The Czech Republic.  His parents are Stanislav 
and Vera; he has one older brother, Stepan. For this school year, he lives in De Smet 
with host parents Jeff and Lindsay Nolte, and host brother, Caleb. 

Premek’s favorite food is raspberries. He enjoys wrestling and kidding around with 
his brother. When he was younger, Premek wanted to be a pilot, but now he would like 
to attend college and become a dentist. He has enjoyed travelling around Europe, espe-
cially to France

Premek plans to join the band, play football, run track, and participate in other ac-
tivities while in De Smet.

John HartJenni Karlen

Shannon Palmlund

Kyler Julius

Daniel Bettin, principal

BY: JOURNALISM STAFF
At De Smet High School, seniors enjoy the privilege of free study halls when meet-

ing the academic and attendance requirements. Students are permitted to leave the 
building during their scheduled study hall class periods.  A group of students from the 
class of 2023 chose to study in comfort near the entrance to the school last week.

Free at last

Capturing the perfect shot

Hailey Lee, Caleb Nolte, and Brooklyn Coughlin gather photos for the 
yearbook and Kingsbury Journal.
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1932: Arthur Back killed by gang of robbers
IROQUOIS NEWS

September 12, 1912
The last session of  Congress raised 

the salary of  the rural mail carriers 
to $1,000 per annum. Commencing the 
first of  next month, Elfie Hanson and I. 
E. Peck will come under the new pay 
schedule.  

September 15, 1932
Arthur Back, night watchman at De 

Smet, was shot and killed by a gang of  
bandits about 1 a.m. Tuesday morn-
ing. It is not known whether Back 
heard the disturbance at the Standard 
Oil bulk station, which is located near 
the business district in the north part 
of  town, or just accidentally came 
upon the thugs as they were attempt-
ing to gain entrance into an oil shed.  

According to C. E. Green, coroner, 
who was immediately called to the 
scene, it is believed that Back, who 
carried a sawed-off shot gun, fired 
a shot at the bandits, as a nearby 
building was marked by 17 shots. 
Two bullets were also found, which 
had evidently been fired by the rob-
bers, hitting a nearby platform, and 
a .38 caliber bullet which pierced Mr. 
Back’s heart was taken from his back 
where it had lodged, all three bullets 
being of  different calibers.  

Marks about the slain officer’s face 
indicate that he was beaten by the 
bandits. A .38 caliber revolver and a 
flashlight were found near a small 
pool of  blood which would indicate 
that one of  the bandits might have 
been wounded in the gun battle. The 

thugs took Back’s sawed-off shot gun 
with them in their flight.  

Charles Cummins, who lives near 
the bulk station, heard the shots and 
arose just in time to see three or four 
men make their getaway in a Model T 
Ford touring car with a box back. The 
bandits are reported to have headed 
east out of  De Smet but turned north 
and later headed west.  

Mr. Back is a long-time resident 
of  Kingsbury County, being a former 
Iroquois resident prior to his removal 
to De Smet many years ago, having 
a wide acquaintance throughout the 
country. He is survived by his wife 
and three children. He was about 55 
years of  age. As this issue goes to 
press, no arrests were made in con-
nection with the fatal shooting.  

September 17, 1942  
Three years ago, U. S. aircraft mak-

ers, employing 30,000 workers and 
producing at the rate of  3,000 planes 
a year, needed 10 men to make each 
plane. Now, employing more than 
400,000 workers and producing at 
the rate of  48,000 planes a year, they 
need only 8.3 men per plane – and the 
planes are far bigger and more com-
plicated.  

Seventeen pounds of  salvaged 
kitchen fat provide enough glycerin to 
fire 85 anti-tank shells.  

Engineers of  an airplane plant 
have perfected a gigantic “shaker,” 
which grasps a completed wing sec-
tion and shakes it until all dropped 

rivets and other bits of  stray metal 
have fallen out – accomplishing in two 
minutes a job that used to take hours.  

The War Production Board has or-
dered fuel oil rationing on the Atlan-
tic seaboard and in 13 middle western 
states including South Dakota, and 
Chairman Nelson predicts that the ra-
tions would reduce normal use of  fuel 
oil about 25 percent. Rationing begins 
October 1 and until that date, private 
dwelling tanks may be filled to the 
amount of  275 gallons.  

Petty thieves paid Iroquois a 
visit sometime on Sunday night and 
made away with a small loot, and as 
yet, the authorities have not caught 
up with the culprits. Evidently hav-
ing a liking for filling stations, the 
thieves broke into Garry’s Standard 
Service Station and Salter’s White 
Eagle Station. At the former place, 
candy bars and some pennies were 
taken, while at the latter place, they 
appropriated several quarts of  oil 
and a dollar and some pennies out 
of  the cash register.  

The Iroquois Implement Company 
office was also broken into the same 
night, and the office desk and cabinet 
ransacked. However, Emmett Murphy 
says he doesn’t think the night prowl-
ers found anything that they wanted. 
Crime never pays, and sooner or later, 
the long arm of  the law will catch up 
with the guilty party.  

*Carthage Museum will have *Carthage Museum will have 
vendors & booths with items for sale.vendors & booths with items for sale.

Also, will be serving food, root beer floats at $4.Also, will be serving food, root beer floats at $4.
Pork Sandwich at $3 or 2 sandwiches for $5Pork Sandwich at $3 or 2 sandwiches for $5

Funnel Cakes $6 for your enjoyment.Funnel Cakes $6 for your enjoyment.
The museum will also have a coloring contest The museum will also have a coloring contest 

for the kids, ages 4 - 8 years old.for the kids, ages 4 - 8 years old.

*The He-She Shed will be open at 151 N. Thomas St *The He-She Shed will be open at 151 N. Thomas St 
with lots of items for sale in two full sheds.with lots of items for sale in two full sheds.

*Bee Flea Market will be open *Bee Flea Market will be open 
with lots of nice items for sale. with lots of nice items for sale. 
Also, they will have booths at Also, they will have booths at 
their location for you to shop.their location for you to shop.

*The Brick Home Vintage Studio on Main St will be open *The Brick Home Vintage Studio on Main St will be open 
with 100s of very nice items to buy.with 100s of very nice items to buy.

*Carthage will have garage and rummage *Carthage will have garage and rummage 
sales in town also.sales in town also.

*Rails & Relics will be open for tours all day. *Rails & Relics will be open for tours all day. 
Stop in and see.Stop in and see.

*Barb Roos Estate Sale. Gold Wing, *Barb Roos Estate Sale. Gold Wing, 
motorcycles, and other items.motorcycles, and other items.

*Prairie Inn: Walking Tacos for sale.*Prairie Inn: Walking Tacos for sale.
*Cabaret: Open at 4pm for cocktails.*Cabaret: Open at 4pm for cocktails.

Big Day in Carthage, SDBig Day in Carthage, SD
Saturday, September 24th, 2022Saturday, September 24th, 2022

10am - 3pm10am - 3pm

Meetings set
United Women in Faith meeting 

Wednesday at 5:15 p.m., at Trinity 
United Methodist Church. Guests 
and new members welcome. Plan-
ning session for yearly Abbott 
House fundraiser and community 
women event. 

The Bensley-Rounds American 
Legion Post 280 of  Iroquois will be 
hosting a breakfast on Sun., Sept. 
18 from 8 a.m.-1 p.m. at the Iroquois 
American Legion Hall for the 
Youth Activity Fund. The public is 
invited to attend.

Legion has been busy!
Third graders receiving dictionaries from the Iroquois American Legion include 
Abby Bechen, front left, Rachel Leinen, Miley Vincent, Lakaia Mallett; Qresiaanh 
Jones, middle left, Taten Meidinger, Jayce Geyer, Cassidy Lawton-Rose; Alisa 
Dunsworth, back left, Pieper Echtenkamp, Haven Thennis and Addison Williams. 
The Legion also presented the kindergarten class with stickers of the USA flag, 
second graders with rulers and fourth grade with graphic novels about the 
American flag. (Submitted photo)

NEWS BRIEF

Scavenging the KJ
Middle school reading class read the Kingsbury Journal and created a scavenger 
hunt for the high school journalism class. (Photo by James Jesser) 

Reed DeJong, preschooler, explores 
the water funnels in the outdoor 
classroom. (Submitted photo)
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Lake Preston
MENUS
60s-plus meals
The Lake Preston Café is available 
for dine-in and take out. Please call 
(605) 847-4605 to be added to the list.  
THURSDAY, SEPT 15: Scalloped 
Potatoes and Ham, Vegetable, 
Fruit, Bread 
FRIDAY, SEPT 16: Goulash, Corn, 
Fruit, Bread 
MONDAY, SEPT 19: Meatloaf, Baked 
Potato, Green Beans, Fruit, Bread 
TUESDAY, SEPT 20: Grilled Chicken 
Breast Sandwich, Sweet Potato, 
Peas, Fruit 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT 21: Roast Beef, 
Mashed Potatoes/Gravy, Corn, 
Fruit, Bread 

School Lunch
THURSDAY, SEPT 15: Scalloped 
Potatoes and Ham, Vegetable, 
Fruit, Bread 
FRIDAY, SEPT 16: Goulash, Corn, 
Fruit, Bread 
MONDAY, SEPT 19: Meatloaf, Baked 
Potato, Green Beans, Fruit, Bread 
TUESDAY, SEPT 20: Grilled Chicken 
Breast Sandwich, Sweet Potato, 
Peas, Fruit 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT 21: Roast Beef, 
Mashed Potatoes/Gravy, Corn, 
Fruit, Bread 

NEWS BRIEFS

Larsen, Malone crowned at coronation
HOMECOMING

Fall clean up around town
Dumpsters will be coming to town 

for the annual fall cleanup from Sept. 
30- Oct. 11. The dumpsters will be 
located behind City Hall. If elderly or 
don't have proper equipment, please 
call the office at 605-847-4140 to get on 
the list for alley pickup.

Items not allowed in the dum-
sters are tires, appliances (bigger 
than a microwave), hazardous 
house hold materials— paint, 
chemicals, asbestos, car and RV 
batteries and ashes. 

Homecoming is not just 
an event, it’s a tradition!

Welcome home to our alumni!
Go for the win, SHARKS!!!!

Johnson-Henry 
Funeral Home-Lake Preston

107 Main Ave N
Lake Preston, South Dakota 57249

Phone: 605-847-4300
Fax: 605-983-9916

Hot dog meal in front of the Firehall on Friday, September  16th from 12 -12:45 . 
Free - Come on out and be part of the fun!  Go Sharks!!

Get ready for 
Homecoming!

Lake Preston style!

BY CORRIE WALTER
Kingsbury Journal

According to Wikipedia, homecom-
ing is the tradition of  welcoming back 
former students and members of  the 
high school to celebrate an organiza-
tion’s existence. What better way to 
start off Homecoming Week than with 
coronation, which was held Monday 
night in Lake Preston. The night 
included crowning of  the homecom-
ing king and queen, skits by the high 
school classes and senior parents and 
introductions of  the fall sports teams.  

Chris Tvinnereim, last year’s king, 
and Milli Waikel, who stepped in for 
last year’s queen Jocelyn Steffensen, 
not in attendance, were there to pass 
on their crowns to the new king and 
queen.   

Homecoming royalty for the week 
included first grade attendants Grace 
Pietig, daughter of  Bryan and Katie 
Pietig, and Braven Sjolie, son of  Mark 
and Penny Sjolie. They presented the 
newly crowned king Jake Larsen and 
queen Ava Malone with a gift and 
sweet words of  congratulations.  

King candidates were Riley Casper, 
Jonah Denison and Jake Larsen, and 
the queen candidates were Stella 
DeKnikker, Gretta Larson and Ava 
Malone. Freshman class attendants 
were Ben Curd and Mallory Carlson; 
sophomore attendants were Carrie 
Poppen and Benny Wuestewald, and 
junior attendants were Savanna Per-
kins and Patrick Poppen. 

Another longstanding tradition 
of  coronation is class skits. It has be-
come customary for senior parents to 
put on a skit. This year, the parents’ 
skit was “Glow Sharks.” Parents 
dressed in black and different animal 
costumes and danced, but all the 
audience saw were glow lights outlin-
ing their bodies, arms and legs as the 

lights in the gym were all turned off. 
The seniors then had to guess which 
parent was theirs.  Not many guessed 
correctly.  

The freshmen won the skit contest 
with theirs titled “National Geo-
graphic Aquarium Tour,” taking the 
class from exhibit to exhibit, which 
included the Great Shark, the Gup-
pies, the most beautiful sea creatures, 
(also known as the lunch ladies) and 
then ending back with the Sharks. 
Sophomores followed with their skit 
titled “Scooby and the Sharks.” The 
juniors presented their version of  
“Shark Tales,” and the seniors ended 
the night with “The Case of  the Foot-
ball Game Fiend.”  

Students are participating in 

dress-up days throughout the week. 
Monday was Class Color Day, and the 
senior class won, all dressed in black.   

The night ended with the tradi-
tional burning of  the “LP” on the 
playground, the perfect way to end 
the night and kick off the homecom-
ing festivities.  

Above: Senior parents showing off their 
dance moves while performing their 
skit, "Glow Sharks."    

Right: Freshman class, winners of the 
skit contest, are in awe of the most 
beautiful creatures in the sea, also 
known as the lunch ladies.

Below right: Colton Nelson indicates 
it's the end of the Junior skit,  "Shark 
Tales." (Photos by Corrie Walter)

Go Sharks!
Win! Win! Win!

605-847-4605

305 Main Ave. North, Lake Preston, SD  •  847-5093
Dine In or Take Out  •  Dining begins at 6 pm

Follow us on Facebook at New Horizon Lounge

Welcome Home, Lake Preston!!! Welcome Home, Lake Preston!!! 
Happy Homecoming Week!Happy Homecoming Week!

Go SHARKS!!!!!!Go SHARKS!!!!!!
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Lake Preston

10 YEARS AGO 
September 12, 2012 

The dove represents peace, a meek 
and quiet spirit, as well as the Holy 
Spirit. The Lake Preston Lutheran 
Church celebrates 125 years this 
weekend and as part of  the festivities, 
the church members hung nearly 
1,500 white doves to represent the 
baptized members since 1887. 

Homecoming king and queen can-
didates are Laura Hojer, John Hasche, 
Patrick Bertsch, Alison Strande and 
Ethan Tolzin. 

For the first time in recent memo-
ry, the LPHS cross-country team sent 
two complete varsity teams to a meet. 
Competing in Arlington on Tuesday, 
the girls’ team of  Karley DeKnikker, 
Kiana Hoff, Kristin Longville and Billi 
Hasche placed third overall, while the 
boys' varsity members Brock Bumann, 
Paul Vendrig, Jack Hasche, Stetson 
Eschenbaum and Colton Hageman 
placed fourth. 

Attorney General Jackley warns 
people of  a scam targeting South Da-
kota consumers. The caller identifies 
himself  as a representative of  a repu-
table computer company and asks 
people to perform several tasks which 
allow them to insert malware onto 
their computers, thus acquiring their 
personal information. 

25 YEARS AGO 
September 11, 1997 

Senior candidates for 1997 home-
coming activities are Mike Malone, 
John Blachford, Brad Olson, Tim Stef-
fensen, Trudy Wastweet, Anna Raber, 
Robin Nelson and Jenny Nelson. Home-
coming is Sept. 20 with coronation on 
Sept. 18.  

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Norgaard of  
Badger and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Paul 
announce the engagement of  their 
children Jennifer Osterkamp and Brian 
Paul. A Sept. 20 wedding is planned at 
St. John’s Catholic Church in Arling-
ton. 

The 1997-98 school year is off to a 
running start. Student government 
is moving swiftly as class officers and 
student council representatives have 
been elected. The Student Council 
president is Anna Raber, vice president 
Matt Sowden, secretary Val Kazmerzak 
and treasurer Drew Casper. The new 
representatives are Brad Olson, Amber 
Muser, Paul Kazmerzak, Nathan Jones, 
Stacie Vedvei, Josh Buer and Jennifer 
Crum.  

As leader of  this year’s council, 
Raber has high hopes for her term as 
president. “I look forward to making 
a lot of  positive changes in the school 
this year. I want to get more people 
involved and let them know we can 
make things happen with their input 
and support.” 

5O YEARS AGO 
September 14, 1972 

Arrangements were completed 
Tuesday for location of  a “car crush” 
in two places in the Lake Preston area 
on Mon., Sept. 21. City officials are 
urging all residents of  both town and 
rural areas to cooperate in the project 
in the interests of  better appearance, 
health and safety of  the entire com-
munity.  

Residents are urged to bring their 

old cars and junk metal to either the 
dump ground or to the Frank Virchow 
farm. It is hoped each individual 
can deliver their junk, but if  help is 
needed, they are urged to call Gordon 
Teeters or Elmer (Shorty) Oldsen.  

There will be no charge for the ser-
vices with old cars, machinery, plows, 
appliances and old wire rolls, if  rolled 
tightly, being accepted. 

Dean Odden was elected president 
and Susan Wienk secretary of  the SD 
Jr. Charolais Association at its an-
nual meeting at the South Dakota 
State Fair. 

Boy scouts enjoyed a camp at 
Spirit Lake last Saturday evening, 
with some fishing and swimming in-
cluded in the activities. Scoutmasters 
Loyal Zeeck, Melvin Ness and Lanny 
Olson accompanied Steven Salter, Jim 
Thorsheim, Rick Wilde, Mike and Mark 
Koch, Jim and Paul Johnson and Loren 
Malone. 

75 YEARS AGO 
September 11, 1947 

E.L. Shanks sold his hardware store 
to Irvin Oines, who took possession 
on Monday. The Oineses come from 
Volga and had operated a hardware 
store in Hartford before coming to 
Lake Preston. They plan to have their 
store ready for business the latter 
part of  this week. Shanks, otherwise 
known as Sky, is not lost to the city, as 
he will move into the former Kings-
bury County Hatchery to carry on 
Country REA Heating and Plumbing. 

A free chest clinic will be held in 
town on Fri., Sept. 19 at the school-
house from 9-12 a.m., and from 1-5 
p.m. the unit will move to the post 
office. It is free to the general public 
of  all ages and is sponsored by the 
S.D. State Board of  Health. Any lung 
disease will be thoroughly diagnosed, 
and the report mailed to the indi-
vidual. 

100 YEARS AGO  
September 14, 1922 

Mr. and Mrs. George B. Hay rejoiced 
over the arrival of  a fine baby daugh-
ter at their Fair Haven Farm on Tues., 
Sept. 12. 

The threshing season is about over, 
and in practically every instance, the 
grain is in elevators or granaries. Silo 
filling has been the order the past two 
weeks, and now comes potato digging. 
Crops have been fairly good. 

No school yesterday, a holiday hav-
ing been granted to allow pupils and 
teachers to attend the state fair in Hu-
ron without being called absent. 

As usual, auto load after auto load 
kept the Black & Yellow trail dotted 
this week, people going to and from 
South Dakotas’ big state fair. 

LOOKING BACK

2012: Nearly 1,500 birds symbolize those baptized at LPLC

TEN YEARS AGO: The dove represents peace, a meek and quiet spirit, as well as the 
Holy Spirit. The Lake Preston Lutheran Church celebrates 125 years this weekend 
and as part of the festivities, the church members hung nearly 1,500 white doves 
to represent the baptized members since 1887. 
 

GO SHARKS!!!

The Homecoming parade is Friday, September 16, at 1:00 pm.  
Please call the school at 847-4455 if you or your business 

would like to participate.
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   Editor: Trinity Pirlet

A look into the week ahead...

September 19:
• XC Deuel Invite @ Clear Lake; 

4:00
• JH Football  VS. Deubrook (H); 

4:00

September 20:
• VB w/ Hitchcock Tulare @ Hitch-

cock; JH-5:15, JV, V to follow
• STUDENT PICTURE DAY

September 21:
• 2:00 Dismissal 

September 22:
• Comp Cheer @ Sioux Valley; 6:00
• VB w/ Highmore Harrold @ Iro-

quois; JH-5:00, JV, V to follow 

September 23:
• FB VS. Elkton-LB @ Elkton, JH-

4:30, V- 7:00

The History of the Puzzle 

“The future belongs to those who 
believe in the beauty of their 
dreams.”
  -Elenor Roosevelt

By:Trinity Pirlet 
Have you ever been bored on a rainy 

day with nothing to do? You go to your 
game cupboard, and you see a puzzle- it 
could be 100, 1,000, 10,000 or more pieces. 
But no matter your age, no matter the size, 
we have all used a puzzle.

The puzzle was invented in 1760 by a 
British engraver and cartographer, John 
Spilsbury. To make the puzzle Spilsbury 
mounted a map on a piece of wood and 
skillfully sawed around the outline of each 
country. He used this new tool to help 
teach his students geography. 

This early version of the puzzle, then 
known as dissections, were not only used 
by children. They were a popular hobby 
of many adults, but since they were hand-

crafted out of wood only the wealthy 
could afford them. The puzzles remained 
popular throughout the years, during the 
great depression of 1933 companies were 
making over 10 million puzzles a week, 
where consumers could rent puzzles for a 
nickel a piece. 

Although they aren’t handcrafted and 
are instead cut out of a die-cut machine 
(essentially a large, puzzle cookie cutter) 
puzzles are as popular as ever! In 2022, 
one brand alone sold over 28 million 
worldwide, and these numbers continue 
to grow. So, the next time you’re bored 
at home, or have nothing to do in Mrs. 
Erstad’s study hall, go grab a puzzle, there 
are so many different types you’re guaran-
teed to find one to fit your style. 

By: Hadlee Holt
The Iroquois/Lake Preston Lady 

Sharks played their first LP home game 
on Tuesday, September 6.  They took 
on the Clark-Willow Lake Cyclones.

 The game ended 0-3 sets won, but 
the game was sure a fun one to watch. 
Many rallies took place in each set, 
leaving each team wondering who 
would receive the next point. The Cy-
clones had tall hitters which made it 
difficult to hit through them, but that 
didn’t keep the Sharks from backing 
down!

 Some of the stat leaders included, 
Becca Bich and Trinity Pirlet leading 
the team with 8 and 7 set assists. Pirlet 
also contributed 5 aces. Both Anna 
Decker and Hadlee Holt lead the team 
with 5 kills respectively. Holt added 2 
blocks. Adison Moore and Ava Malone 
started great set-ups with Moore hav-
ing 17 digs and Malone with 16. The I/
LP Lady Sharks will host the Colman-
Egan C-Hawks on Thursday for their 
Homecoming game. We all hope to 
see you there and support our student 
athletes!

 C-WL VS. I/LP

The Sharks Volleyball Team played the CWL Cyclones last week and lost 0-3. There are 
two opportunites to watch the Lady Sharks this week, they face the Deubrook Dolphins on 
tuesday, and the Colman-Egan on thursday. Good luck this week Sharks!!

By:Amelia Greene
On Friday, September 9th, the Iro-

quois/Lake Preston Sharks hosted their 
first home LP game against the Estel-
line/Hendricks RedHawks. It was a hard 
fight for the Sharks and unfortunately, 
they weren’t able to get a win. 

Some stat leaders for the game 
were Josh McMasters with 74 rush-
ing yards, 4 passes for 12 yards and 1 
reception for 5 yards. Haydon Shurson 
had 52 rushing yards and 2 receptions 
for 15 yards. Logan Peskey had 7 at-
tempted passes with 8 yards total. The 
final score of the game was 41- Red-
Hawks to 16- Sharks. 

The Sharks will continue their sea-
son this coming Friday. They will battle 
the Deubrook Dolphins at 7 o’clock for 
Lake Preston’s Homecoming on Sep-
tember 16th. The field is beautiful and 
ready for Homecoming fans this Friday 
night!

Sharks battle 
Redhawks on 
the field

Senior Jake Larson, runs out as the 
Sharks prepare to face the Estelline-Hen-
dricks Redhawks.
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BY ROSE GROTHE  

Rev. Richert of  Brookings was 
the speaker at the Presbyterian 
Church on Sept. 11. A very timely 
and informative sermon from I Pe-
ter 2 :13-17 about obeying the laws 
of  the state and country, because it 
was all ordained by God … for His 
own reasons. That is, unless the laws 
made by man were in direct contrast 
to what God has already instituted. 
Then, we have the choice to choose to 
obey God and be prepared to accept 
the consequences from the state or 
country, or to follow what the man-
made law says and accept the conse-
quences from God. 

Linda Perry and Rose Grothe 
were among those who went to the 
movie “The Most Reluctant Con-
vert” shown at the De Smet Alliance 
Church on Saturday night. 

Janice White, Brookings, Linda 
Perry and Rose Grothe attended the 
Billy Troy concert, the fourth of  the 
series for 2022, and another outstand-
ing afternoon of  entertainment. 

Again, we've been having spectac-
ular evenings, hot days and a small 
amount of  rain. One report I heard 
was .3 of  an inch; while around Ban-
croft, it was maybe .05 of  an inch. 

The harvest moon has been beau-
tiful, hitting its peak of  beauty on 
Saturday night, Sept. 10. 

In Belgium, I think the children 
who earn merit badges are called 
Brussels Scouts. 

1973 HISTORY (THANKS TO  
PAULINE CLASSEN)  
January 1 

The auditorium fun night was well 
attended in spite of bad weather. Ar-
ticles were auctioned, and lunches were 

sold. A cake walk featured 35 cakes; Bin-
go was played. Over $300.00 was raised. 
April 5 

Many cars, sometimes 15 or 20, 
could be seen fishing at Spirit Lake 
this past week. There were no reports 
(from the fishermen) on their catch. 
May 31 

A very welcome one-inch rain fell 
Saturday and Sunday, with strong 
chilly winds on Sunday. Some fields 
of  corn can be rowed. 

The recent cancer drive envelope 
campaign for Le Sueur township to-
taled $68.90. 

A preacher was playing golf, and 
every time he would hit a bad shot, he 
would say “boulder, boulder.” After 
a while, his playing partner said, “I 
don't understand why, when you hit 
a bad shot, you say “boulder.” The 
preacher explained, “It's the biggest 
dam I can think of.” 

CA RT H AG E N E W S

First prize at 
a Norwegian 
wedding

B A N C RO F T N E W S

BY LORELEE NELSON

Trinity Lutheran Church will 
have worship on Sun., Sept. 18 at 
8 a.m. 

Sunday School classes will be 
held Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. at Lo-
relee Nelson’s.  

Lisa Hinkley, De Smet, visited 
her mother Harriet Hattervig last 
Monday. Harriet had supper with 
Mark and Lisa Hinkley Wednes-
day evening.  

Shirley Stroud attended the 
S.D. State Fair Saturday with the 
Buehler family of  Emery.  

Lori Antotcicco and Kathleen 
Tuttle and a friend visited Shirley 
Stroud on Sunday. They are from 
California and had attended their 
aunt Charmaine Moore’s burial at 
Iroquois on Saturday. 

Lucas Hattervig, Sioux Falls, 
was home Wednesday helping his 
parents David and Connie Hatter-
vig with a project.  

David and Connie Hattervig 
attended the S.D. State Fair on 
Sunday.  

DID YOU KNOW? 
Written by Carol Carter in her 

Chit Chat column in The Carthage 
News, Sept.15, 1982. She was given 
the article by Connie Auterman.  

Speaking of  Norwegians … It 
seems Ole missed three days of  
work. When he finally got there, the 
boss asked him where in the world 
he had been.  

“To a Norwegian wedding,” says 
Ole. 

“For goodness’ sake,” the boss 
says. “It didn’t take three days, did 
it?”  

“No,” said Ole, “but you see, I 
won second prize.”  

“It must have been a good prize,” 
the boss said. “What did you get?”  

Ole looked down and said, “Well, 
I won the bride for the next two 
days.”  

“Wow!” said the boss. “What in 
the world was the first prize?”  

Ole looked him straight in the 
eye and said, “Why, the first prize 
was five pounds of  lutefisk!”  

Children who earn merit badges are called...

LO CA L CO R R E S P O N D E N T S
SPIRIT LAKE NEWS

Spirit Lake Presbyterian Church 
worship service Sunday 10:30 a.m. 
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. FM 88.1 
Live Facebook. Pastor Dick Poppen 
speaks on KWAT radio on Sundays at 
9:30 a.m. Confirmation is Wednesday., 
Sept. 14.  

A Sunday school kick-off family 
night was held Wednesday evening at 
the De Smet Event Center.  

Corn silage is in full swing in the 
area. Duane Poppen, Aberdeen, is 
helping Spirit Ranch with their silage 
harvest.  

The Luke Poppens attended the 
100-year birthday celebration for Har-
land Meyer of  Sioux  Falls. 

Crops need rain.

PARKVIEW ASSISTED LIVING
Calling Bingo at Parkview Friday 

was Stephanie Sauder. It was a fun 
time for all. 

Saturday, Diane Rubbelke’s sons, 

Travis from Rapid City and Ryan 
from New York, took her out for din-
ner. All spent the weekend at Diane’s 
daughter Jennifer’s home in Water-
town. 

Donna Jensen attended a birthday 
party for her two-year-old great-
grandchild on Saturday.  

Dorothy Haug, Willow Lake, vis-
ited Cork and Illdena Poppen on Mon-
day.  

The residents enjoyed orange floats 
on Monday. 

Diane Oldsen, Lake Preston, vis-
ited Myrta Rossel on Tuesday. 

Janice Efraimson has been busy 
with family and church the past 
week.  

Delmar Tobey still anticipates bag-
ging his deer with his bow and arrow.  

Susan and Randy Holiday, Hayti, 
visited Delores Barker this week.    

— ILLDENA POPPEN

E S M O N D N E W S

BY LORI WEHLANDER
Esmond area exhibitors did well at 

the South Dakota State Fair.  
Charemon Dunham on her sewing, 

crocheting and tatting received eight 
blue, eight red and one white.  

Vicki Aughenbaugh in horticulture 
received numerous blues and one 
“Best of  Show” award.  

The Wehlander Clendening 4-H 
sheep and static exhibits received a 
Reserve Champion in sheep, placed 
fourth and fifth in FFA sheep and sev-
eral purples in static exhibits.  

Annette and Charemon Dunham 
attended the American Legion Na-
tional Convention held in Milwaukee, 
Wis., at the end of  August. 

The wedding of  Haley DeJong, 
daughter of  Steve and Lynne DeJung 
and Logan Lewis, took place Aug. 27 
in Burnsville, Minn. 

Roy Clendening and girls from 
Belle Fourche stayed at the Clenden-
ing camper while exhibiting at the 
fair. They and the Hiemstras and 

Olingers from Woonsocket gathered 
at a pizza place in Huron during fair 
week to celebrate Rosalie Wehland-
er’s 17 birthday. 

A reception was held after church 
services Sunday to celebrate Rose 
Wehlander’s birthday. 

Larry and Lyndy Steiner of  Hol-
stein, Neb., attended the S.D. State 
Fair.They gathered with the Clenden-
ing and Wehlander families for sup-
per and attended church services in 
Esmond last week. 

Marlin and Jeanette Clendening 
attended a Jeanette Johnson family 
cousin get-together last Sunday at 
the David Johanson farm near Valley 
Springs, S.D. 

The Darin Bornitz legacy ben-
efit was held Labor Day weekend in 
Carthage, with family members also 
camping and attending the fair dur-
ing the week. 

Richard and Nancy Bornitz, along 
with Travis and son Jonathon Born-
itz, attended the SDSU football game 

on Saturday night in Brookings. 
The Kingsbury County Genealogy 

Society held their monthly meeting 
Tues., Sept. 13 at 5 p.m. at the Esmond 
Community Center. 

The Dunham girls once again are 
presenting the colors at every Iro-
quois/Lake Preston sporting event 
held in Iroquois, and Rosalie Weh-
lander has sung the National Anthem 
at the first two sporting events held in 
Iroquois. 

 Only .03” of  rain was reported last 
week in the area. It’s dry.

HISTORY NOTE 
1955: At a display to observe 4-H 

week in the Wiles Store, the Esmond 
livestock leaders displayed half of the 
ribbons won by that club in 1954. The 
display consisted of 30 blue ribbons, 18 
purple, four red and one white. The Es-
mond Club was the only boys 4-H club 
in Kingsbury County to win any purple 
ribbons at the South Dakota State Fair 
in 1954.  

1955: Esmond represented Kingsbury at fair

Oldham-Ramona  
School Lunch
THURSDAY, SEPT 15: Popcorn 
Chicken, Roll, Peaches, Fruit, 
Oven-baked French Fries, Relishes 
FRIDAY, SEPT 16: Beef  Hamburger 
on Whole Grain Bun, Relishes 
MONDAY, SEPT 19: Sloppy Joe on 
Bun, Applesauce, Fruit, Crinkle-
cut Carrots, Relishes 
TUESDAY, SEPT 20: Italian Dunkers, 
Sidekick, Fruit, Broccoli, Relishes 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT 21: Chicken 
Nuggets, Roll, Pineapple Tidbits, 
Fruit, Baked Beans, Relishes 

O L D H A M N E W S
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Public Notices
OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS KINGSBURY 

COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY 
COMMISSIONERS

** UNAPPROVED DRAFT MINUTES**
DE SMET, SOUTH DAKOTA

SEPTEMBER 6, 2022

The Kingsbury County Board of 
County Commissioners met Tuesday, 
September 6, 2022, at 8:30 A.M. in the 
Courtroom of the County Courthouse 
with Commissioners Roger Walls, 
Kyle Lee, Steve Spilde, and Doug 
Kazmerzak present. Chairman 
Kazmerzak presided.

Also attending was Shawn Geyer, De 
Smet.

Attending via Zoom were Michelle 
Longville – Treasurer, Tammy 
Anderson – Director of Equalization, 
and Amy Halverson – Kingsbury 
Journal.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Those present stood and recited the 
Pledge of Allegiance.

APPROVE AGENDA
Motion by Walls and seconded by 
Lee to approve the agenda. All pres-
ent voting aye. Motion carried.

MINUTES
Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to approve the minutes of 
August 16, 2022. All present voting 
aye. Motion carried.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Chairman Kazmerzak asked for pub-
lic comment. There was none.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Chairman Kazmerzak asked the 
Board if there was any conflict of in-
terest. There was none.

AUDITOR
Echo Steffensen, Auditor, presented 
to the Board a request to pay the 74.5 
hours of accumulated compensatory 
time for Kathy De Dyne, 4-H Assistant 
now that Achievement Days and the 
State Fair are completed. The Board 
asked Steffensen to review the bud-
get to be able to pay out 54.5 hrs and 
decrease the accumulated compen-
satory time to the 20 hrs allowed in 
the Employee Handbook.

Steffensen presented a Petition to 
Vacate from Murray Towes, President 
of Meadow Lane Villa and requested 
the Board to set a hearing.

Motion by Spilde and seconded 
by Walls to set the hearing for the 
Petition to Vacate on October 4, 2022 
at 10:15 A.M. All present voting aye. 
Motion carried.

Steffensen requested travel approval 
to Pierre for the fall convention 
September 11-13, 2022, for herself, 
Michelle Longville, Treasurer and 
Caryn Hojer, Register of Deeds.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Walls to approve the request to 
travel to Pierre for fall conven-
tion September 11-13, 2022, for the 
Auditor, Treasurer and Register of 
Deeds. All present voting aye. Motion 
carried.

Steffensen presented the new travel 
reimbursement rates from the state 
taking effect on September 12, 2022, 
and requested the Board accept and 
approve the county to adopt the 
changes.

Motion by Spilde and seconded by 
Lee to change the county travel re-
imbursement rate to match the new 
state rates as of September 12, 2022.

HIGHWAY

Chairman Kazmerzak took a moment 
to praise the highway crew on the 
finishing work that was done on CR1.

Dave Sorenson, Highway 
Superintendent, met with the Board 
to update them on highway matters.

Sorenson informed the Board that 
the CR 1 project is complete and 
presented a voucher to the Board for 
payment.

Sorenson presented a bid for the 
Albert Bridge in the amount of 
$355,417.78 for Chairman Kazmerzak 
to sign.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to accept the bid in the 
amount of $355,417.78 for the Albert 
Bridge project and for Chairman 
Kazmerzak to sign same. All present 
voting aye. Motion carried. 

MAINTENANCE
Lonny Palmlund, Maintenance, met 
with the Board to update them on 
Courthouse maintenance matters. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION
Kazmerzak requested to move into 
executive session for personnel.
Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to adjourn from regular ses-
sion and move into executive session 
for personnel at 9:40 A.M. All present 
voting aye. Motion carried.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to adjourn from executive ses-
sion. Chairman Kazmerzak declared 
the Board out at 10:12 A.M.

PLANNING AND ZONING
Motion by Walls and seconded by 
Lee to adjourn from regular session 
and move into Planning and Zoning 
at 10:15 A.M.

Chairman Kazmerzak declared the 
Board out of Planning and Zoning at 
10:57 A.M.

Steffensen read the following resolu-
tion:

RESOLUTION # 2022-18

WHEREAS, The Kingsbury County 
Planning & Zoning Board met to re-
view the Petition to Vacate the Plat 
of W.E. Steffensen Addition located 
in the Northeast Quarter of Section 
25, Township 110 North, Range 53 
West of the 5th P.M. in Kingsbury 
County, South Dakota September 6, 
2022; and

WHEREAS the Kingsbury County 
Planning & Zoning Commission rec-
ommended approval of the same 
to the Kingsbury County Board of 
County Commissioners, and

Now, Therefore, be it resolved, 
that the Kingsbury County Board 
of County Commissioners accepts 
and approves the Petition to Vacate 
the Plat of W.E. Steffensen Addition 
located in the Northeast Quarter 
of Section 25, Township 110 North, 
Range 53 West of the 5th P.M.  in 
Kingsbury County, South Dakota

Motion by Walls and seconded by 
Lundquist to accept and adopt 
Resolution 2022-18 and for Chairman 
Kazmerzak to sign the same. 
All present voting via roll call. 
Kazmerzak – aye, Lee – aye, Walls – 
aye, and Spilde – aye. Motion carried.

BUDGET HEARING
Kazmerzak opened the Budget 
Hearing and requested comments 
from the public.  There were none. 
Budget Hearing was closed.

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

Motion by Walls and seconded by 
Lee to adjourn from regular session 
and move into Board of Adjustment 
at 10:59 A.M.

Chairman Kazmerzak declared the 
Board out of Board of Adjustment at 
11:03 A.M.

AFLAC
Jeremy Fox and Heidi Alfson provid-
ed an overview and update on what 
AFLAC offers

COURTHOUSE SECURITY
Gary Schumacher, States Attorney 
informed the Board of the secu-
rity walk through scheduled for 
September 8, 2022. 

Palmlund, Maintenance, presented 
the Board with a preliminary bid 
for security updates. No action was 
taken.

MULTIBUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Natalie Palmlund with MultiBusiness 
Solutions met with the Board to 
provide information on the Human 
Resource services MultiBusiness 
Solutions provides.

REGISTER OF DEEDS
Caryn Hojer, Register of Deeds, up-
dated the Board on IT matters. The 
software demonstration that had 
been previously scheduled has been 
postponed and will be rescheduled 
later.

Hojer requested to move into execu-
tive session for personnel.

Motion by Spilde and seconded by 
Lee to adjourn from regular session 
and move into executive session for 
personnel at 12:11 P.M. All present 
voting aye. Motion carried.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to adjourn from executive ses-
sion. Chairman Kazmerzak declared 
the Board out at 12:31 P.M.

TREASURER
Michelle Longville, Treasurer, re-
quested to move into executive ses-
sion for personnel.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to adjourn from regular ses-
sion and move into executive session 
for personnel at 12:37 P.M. All pres-
ent voting aye. Motion carried.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to adjourn from executive ses-
sion. Chairman Kazmerzak declared 
the Board out at 1:07 P.M.

Longville informed the Board she 
has offered the position of Deputy 
Treasurer and it was accepted. The 
potential start date for the new 
Deputy Treasurer is September 19, 
2022.

Longville updated the Board on other 
office matters.

APPROVE CLAIMS
The Board reviewed the vouchers 
submitted by the Auditor.

Motion by Walls and seconded by 
Spilde that the following claims 
presented to the Board for consid-
eration be approved and the County 
Auditor be directed to issue warrant 
checks for payment of same. All 
present voting aye. Motion carried.

A-OX WELDING SUPPLY CO INC 
447.13 SUPPLIES, CINDY ALBRECHT 
35.04 2022 KINGSBURY CO 4-H 
JUDGE, DIANE ANDERSON 71.66 2022 
KINGSBURY CO 4-H JUDGE, APPEARA 
72.65 SUPPLIES, ARLINGTON FIRE 
DEPARTMENT 7819.15 FIRE INS 
PREMIUM REFUND, ASPHALT PAVING 

& MATERIALS 2774162.24 SPECIAL 
HWY PROJECT, ASPHALT PAVING 
& MATERIALS 490.22 PATCHING 
SUPPLIES, AT&T 112.79 UTILITIES, 
VICKY AUGHENBAUGH 42.60 2022 
KINGSBURY CO 4-H JUDGE, AVERA 
MCKENNAN HOSPITAL 746.00 BMI, 
BADGER FIRE DEPARTMENT 3595.89 
FIRE INS PREMIUM REFUND, BADGER 
OIL COMPANY 7083.85 UTILITIES, 
SUPPLIES, & FUEL, CINDY BAU 74.00 
TRAVEL/UTILITIES, JAN BIRKELAND 
30.00 2022 KINGSBURY CO 4-H 
JUDGE, MICKEALA BOYD 108.60 2022 
KINGSBURY CO 4-H JUDGE, BRYANT 
FIRE DEPARTMENT 989.47 FIRE INS 
PREMIUM REFUND, JEFF BURNS 
559.50 COURT APPT ATTY FEES, 
BUTLER MACHINERY COMPANY 
790.22 SUPPLIES, CARTHAGE FIRE 
DEPT 421.25 FIRE INS PREMIUM 
REFUND, CIVIL DESIGN INC. 1065.00 
PROFESSIONAL SERV, CLARK CO 
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 1525.31 HWY 
SEALING, JANEY CRONIN 100.20 2022 
KINGSBURY CO 4-H JUDGE, SMITH’S 
LUMBER 60.11 SUPPLIES, SMITH’S 
LUMBER 231.59 REPAIRS, DE SMET 
FIRE DEPARTMENT 12866.33 FIRE 
INS PREMIUM REFUND, DE SMET 
WELDING 40.80 REPAIRS, ETERNAL 
SECURITY PRODUCTS, LLC 603.19 
PROFESSIONAL SERV, WAYNE 
FISCHER 100.20 2022 KINGSBURY CO 
4-H JUDGE, GOOD GUYS GARAGE 70.00 
REPAIRS, MIKE GRANN 117.00 2022 
KINGSBURY CO 4-H JUDGE, BRENDA 
GUTHMILLER 59.40 2022 KINGSBURY 
CO 4-H JUDGE, PATRICIA J. HARTSEL, 
RPR 13.60 COURT REPORTING, 
INTERLAKES COMMUNITY ACTION 
397.42 COMMUNITY SERV WORKER 
-8/22, INTERSTATE BATTERY 97.00 
SUPPLIES, IROQUOIS FIRE & RESCUE 
5639.92 FIRE INS PREMIUM REFUND, 
JAY’S AUTOBODY 8370.40 REPAIRS, 
JEBRO, INCORPORATED 146694.88 
HIGHWAY SEALING, JOE JENSEN 
163.80 TRAVEL, STERLING KAPPES 
186.96 2022 KINGSBURY CO 4-H 
JUDGE, KINGSBURY CONSERVATION 
DIST 20000.00 SOIL CONSERVATION, 
KINGBROOK RURAL WATER 40.55 
UTILITIES, KINGSBURY JOURNAL 
126.00 PUBLISHINGS, KINGSBURY 
JOURNAL 208.14 PUBLISHINGS, 
KINGSBURY COUNTY TREASURER 
11.39 ADVANCED TAX, LAKE PRESTON 
FIRE DEPARTMENT 6964.99 FIRE 
INSURANCE PREMIUM REFUND, 
LEADS ONLINE LLC 573.00 SUPPLIES, 
LEWIS & CLARK BEHAVIORAL 184.00 
BMI, LINDE GAS & EQUIPMENT INC 
171.73 SUPPLIES, MACS INC 63.96 
SUPPLIES, MARILYN MATSON 60.24 
2022 KINGSBURY CO 4-H JUDGE, 
MAYNARD’S FOOD CENTER 57.84 
SUPPLIES, KELLY MCCUNE 140.00 
CLEANING, O’KEEFE IMPLEMENT 
1011.37 SUPPLIES, OFFICE PEEPS 
INC 696.53 SUPPLIES, OLDHAM 
FIRE DEPARTMENT 3368.65 FIRE 
INSURANCE PREMIUM REFUND, 
OUTLAW GRAPHICS 20.00 REPAIRS, 
PRAIRIE AG PARTNERS 4018.24 
FUEL, PRAIRIE AG PARTNERS 
20.00 REPAIRS, PESTS B DEAD LLC 
220.00 PRO SERVICES, QUILL 242.28 
SUPPLIES, PAM RAEDER 30.00 2022 
KINGSBURY CO 4-H JUDGE, BRAD 
RUDEN 68.43 2022 KINGSBURY CO 
4-H JUDGE, ROCHELLE SCHMIDT 
54.78 2022KINGSBURY CO 4-H JUDGE, 
SCOTT’S AUTO BODY 70.00 REPAIRS, 
SD DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
2340.00 TELETYPE SRV 6 MONTHS, 
SD SHERIFF’S ASSOCIATION 230.00 
TRAVEL, KAY SOLBERG 67.80 2022 
KINGSBURY C0 4-H  JUDGE, LYNETTE 
SPANBAUER 42.60 2022 KINGSBURY 
CO 4-H JUDGE, STEVE STRANDE 225.00 
CORONER FEE/SUPPLIES, LAURIE 
TANGEN 63.60 2022 KINGSBURY 
CO 4-H JUDGE, TEAM LAB 231.00 
SUPPLIES, TRANSOURCE 1053.17 
REPAIRS, TRUSTWORTHY HARDWARE 
41.97 SUPPLIES, TRUSTWORTHY 
HARDWARE 126.26 REPAIRS/
SUPPLIES, ULTEIG 13210.64 SPECIAL 

Continued on next page
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PROJECTS, USPS POSTAGE BY 
PHONE 400.00 POSTAGE, VERIZON 
475.67 UTILITIES, VERIZON 209.95 
UTILITIES, VISA 148.65 SUPPLIES, 
VISA 6.18 SUPPLIES, ROGER WALLS 
50.40 TRAVEL, WARNE APPLIANCE & 
VIDEO 1014.00 JAIL REPAIRS, ADAM 
WIRT 250.80 2022 KINGSBURY CTY 
4-H JUDGE, WW TIRE 1635.79 REPAIRS 
& SUPPLIES, ZELL MANUFACTURING 
315.00 REPAIRS,

MISCELLANEOUS
END OF MONTH
COURTHOUSE SALARIES $55,377.49
HIGHWAY SALARIES 29,589.52

PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
Sanford Health Plan  24,516.33
AFLAC 927.31
AFLAC 460.83
The Principal Financial Group 255.14
Garnishment 668.60
Delta Dental 676.80
Avesis Third Party  
Administrators 225.50
SD Retirement Supplement  
Pretax 150.00
SD Retirement System   12,580.02
SD Retirement Supplement 765.00
AFSCME 224.10
Kingsbury County 25,443.75

OFFICE REPORTS
The Register of Deeds, Sheriff’s and 
Director of Equalization’s Reports of 
Fees Collected during the month of 
August 2022 were reviewed by the 
Board. Motion by Lee and seconded 
by Walls that the Auditor’s report 
with the Treasurer as of the close of 
business August 30, 2022, be accept-
ed as follows.  All present voting aye. 
Motion carried.

Cash on Hand $1,700.33
Checks in Treas. Possession less 
than 3 days 17,595.40
Credit Card  874.67
Uncollected Credit Card 1,557.90
Cash Long/short  0.25
Demand Deposits    239,938.74
Savings Account 5,097,527.29
Revolving Loan Fund 295,815.73
Big Ditch MM 343,479.19
Time Deposits 1,657,523.80
TOTAL 7,656,013.30

BREAKDOWN OF MONEY BY FUNDS
County  
General Fund 
1,964.375.93
Special Revenue Funds (Road & 
Bridge, E911 Fund
Dare, Revolving Loan,
Emergency Management, 
Domestic Abuse Funds
24/7 & M&P Fund
American Rescue, Rural
Infrastructure) 5,007,781.92
Drainage Ditch #4 165,746.79
Drainage Ditch Debt  
Service Cash 2,224.84
Amount held for School Dist. 65,375.23
Amount held for Townships 7,750.91
Amount held for Cities 22,876.44
Amount held for East Dakota Water 
Dist. 172.03
State Remittance 194,574.18
Amount held for others 225,135.03
TOTAL 7,656,013.30

AUDITOR
Steffensen presented an applica-
tion from Joe Spilde, Arlington, for a 
Fireworks Display on September 9, 
2022.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to approve the application 
for fireworks display for Joe Spilde, 
Arlington on September 9, 2022. All 
present voting aye. Motion carried.

OPEN DISCUSSION
Kazmerzak proposed the county con-
sider a $.70/$1,000.00 road levy for 
the 2023 taxes due 2024.
Steffensen was asked to work the 

numbers and prepare a resolution to 
be considered at the next meeting.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
Kazmerzak requested to move into 
executive session for possible litiga-
tion.

Motion by Walls and seconded by 
Lee to adjourn from regular session 
and move into executive Session for 
possible litigation at 1:52 P.M. All 
present voting aye. Motion carried.

Motion by Spilde and seconded by 
Lee to adjourn from executive ses-
sion. Chairman Kazmerzak declared 
the Board out at 2:13 P.M.

The Board adjourned to Thursday, 
September 22, 2022, at 8:30 A.M.

SIGNED _____________________
   Doug Kazmerzak, Chairman

ATTEST _____________________
   Echo Steffensen, County Auditor

Published one week at the total ap-
proximate cost of $182.50 and can 
be viewed free of charge at www.
sdpublicnotices.com

KINGSBURY COUNTY PLANNING AND 
ZONING COMMISSION

**UNAPPROVED DRAFT MINUTES**
DE SMET, SOUTH DAKOTA

SEPTEMBER 6, 2022

The Kingsbury County Planning and 
Zoning Commission met Tuesday, 
September 6, 2022, at 10:15 A.M. 
in the Courtroom in the County 
Courthouse for a joint hearing on 
Ordinance 64. Commissioners Kyle 
Lee, Roger Walls, Steve Spilde, and 
Doug Kazmerzak were present along 
with Zoning Officer, Joe Jensen. 
Chairman Jensen presided.

Shawn Geyer, De Smet was present.

Chairman Jensen opened the public 
hearing of Ordinance 64.

Chairman Jensen asked Steffensen 
to read Ordinance 64 by title.

Steffensen read Ordinance 64 by 
title:

 ORDINANCE 64
AN ORDINANCE ENTITLED, AN 
ORDINANCE TO AMEND ARTICLE V 
“GENERAL REQUIREMENTS” ADOPTED 
BY ORDINANCE 45, AS AMENDED, 
OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE OF 
KINGSBURY COUNTY.

BE IT ORDAINCED by the Board of 
County Commissioners of Kingsbury 
County, South Dakota: that Article 
V Chapter 5.39.2.e, “Cannabis 
Dispensaries and Cannabis 
Cultivation Facilities – Required 
Separation Distances, adopted by 
Ordinance 45, as amended, of the 
Zoning Ordinance of Kingsbury 
County be amended by adding lan-
guage in bold and underline font and 
removing strikeout language:

CHAPTER 5.39. CANNABIS 
DISPENSARIES AND CANNABIS 
CULTIVATION FACILITIES.

2.  Required Separation Distances
e.  Cannabis cultivation facilities 
shall only be located on within one 
(1) mile of South Dakota Highways, 
14, and 25, and U.S. Highway 81 
between 430th Avenue and 452nd 
Avenue.  Further no cannabis cultiva-
tion facility shall be located within 
one (1) mile of the communities of 
Arlington, De Smet, Iroquois, or Lake 
Preston.

Chairman Jensen recommended the 
Board approve the 1st reading and 

set a date for the 2nd reading.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to approve the 1st reading of 
Ordinance 64 and to schedule the 
2nd reading on September 22, 2022. 
All present voting aye. Motion car-
ried.

The following petition to vacate a 
Plat was presented to the Board:

Petition to Vacate the Plat of W.E. 
Steffensen Addition located in the 
Northeast Quarter of Section 25, 
Township 110 North, Range 53 West 
of the 5th P.M. in Kingsbury County, 
South Dakota September 6, 2022; and

Jensen informed the Board all the 
necessary conditions and docu-
ments have been presented and rec-
ommended approval of the petition 
to vacate.

Motion by Walls and seconded by 
Spilde the Petition to Vacate the Plat 
of W.E. Steffensen Addition located 
in the Northeast Quarter of Section 
25, Township 110 North, Range 53 
West of the 5th P.M. in Kingsbury 
County, South Dakota September 6, 
2022, be forwarded to the Board of 
County Commissioners with a rec-
ommendation to accept and approve 
the petition to vacate. All present 
voting aye. Motion carried.

Jensen discussed the need to change 
the County zoning ordinance on 
campgrounds to allow campgrounds 
to be located on land zoned agricul-
tural as a conditional use provided 
all required conditions are met.

A hearing and 1st reading of an 
amendment to the zoning ordinance 
on this change was scheduled for 
October 4, 2022.

Motion by Lee and seconded by 
Spilde to adjourn from Planning and 
Zoning and return to regular session. 
All present voting aye. Motion car-
ried.

_________________________
Joe Jensen, Chairman

Published once at the total ap-
proximate cost of $40.88 and can be 
viewed free of charge at www.sd-
publicnotices.com

KINGSBURY COUNTY  
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

The Kingsbury County Commission 
convened acting as the Board of 
Adjustment on Tuesday, September 
6, 2022, at 11:00 A.M. in the 
Courtroom of the Courthouse in De 
Smet, South Dakota, for the purpose 
of considering the Conditional Use 
Application of Gary Wiggins, 2000 
Twin Lakes Rd., Lake Preston, South 
Dakota. Gary Wiggins is requesting a 
Conditional Use Permit Pursuant to 
Section 4.02.02.30. Temporary struc-
tures used for the sale of fireworks 
during times of the year specified in 
SDCL 34-37 where there have been no 
past violations regarding previous 
sales. If granted, the Conditional Use 
permit would allow Gary Wiggins, 
2000 Twin Lakes Road, Lake Preston, 
to build a temporary structure to sell 
fireworks during times of the year 
specified in SDCL 34-37 located in 
Tracts One (1), Two (2), and Three (3), 
Carolyn’s Addition in Government Lot 
2, in Section 20, Township 110 North, 
Range 55 West of the 5th Principal 
Meridian, in Kingsbury County, South 
Dakota

Board members present were 
Roger Walls, Kyle Lee, Steve Spilde, 
and Doug Kazmerzak.  Chairman 

Kazmerzak presided.

Kazmerzak asked if there were any 
proponents or opponents that want-
ed to speak. There were none.

Kazmerzak declared the public hear-
ing closed

Motion by Lee to approve the appli-
cation for a conditional use permit 
for a fireworks stand subject to con-
ditions prescribed by the Board. All 
present voting aye. Motion carried.

Motion by Spilde and seconded by 
Lee to return to regular session. 
Motion carried.

______________________
Doug Kazmerzak, Chairman

Published once at a total approxi-
mate cost of $19.70 and can be 
viewed free of charge at www.sd-
publicnotices.com

KINGSBURY COUNTY
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

Notice is hereby given that Murray 
Towes, President of Meadow Lane 
Villa of the town of Osceola, has 
filed a petition requesting that the 
property described in this notice be 
vacated (closure of streets and al-
leys): streets and alleys within the 
former limits of the Town of Osceola, 
South Dakota, in order to construct a 
school on the site.  

Notice is further given that a pub-
lic hearing will be held before the 
Kingsbury County Commission on 
the 4th day of October 2022 at ten 
fifteen a.m. in the Courtroom in the 
Kingsbury County Courthouse, 202 
2nd St. SE, De Smet, South Dakota

The property to be vacated is as fol-
lows:

Third Street lying on the East side of 
Lots 1 through 14, Block 3 Original 
Plat to the Town of Osceola and 
the West side of Lots 8 through 14, 
Block 2 Original Plat to the Town of 
Osceola, Kingsbury County, Sough 
Dakota; and

Third Street lying on the East side of 
Lots 1 through 14, Block 12 Original 
Plat to the Town of Osceola and 
the West side of Lots 8 through 14, 
Block 13 Original Plat to the Town of 
Osceola, Kingsbury County, South 
Dakota; and 

Wilse Street lying on the South Side 
of Lots 14 and 15, Block 3 and Lot 8, 
Block 2 and the North side of Lots 28 
and 1, Block 12 and Lot 14, Block 13, 
all as set forth in the Original Plat 
to the Town of Osceola, Kingsbury 
County, South Dakota; and 

The alley lying between Lots 1 
through 14 and Lots 15 through 28, 
Block 3 and the alley lying between 
Lots 1 through 14 and Lots 15 through 
28, Block 12 all as set forth in the 
Original Plat to the Town of Osceola, 
Kingsbury County, South Dakota.

At the public hearing, any person 
may appear and request or protest 
the requested change.  Written com-
ments may be filed by mailing them 
to the Kingsbury County Auditor at 
PO Box 196, De Smet, SD on or before 
noon on October 3rd, 2022..

Dated this 7th day of September 
2022.

Echo Steffensen
Kingsbury County Auditor

Published twice at the approximate 
cost of $46.83 and can be viewed free 
of charge at www.sdpublicnotices.com

Continued from preceding page
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LAND
FARMLAND rents are strong. Do you 
need representation or a Farmland 
Manager? Contact Tim Peters at 605-
270-9410 or tpeters@pifers.com. Pifer’s 
Land Management, www.pifers.com

OWN RURAL LAND? Earn $5,000+ Every 
Year from Hunting Leases. Upfront pay-
ments from our hunters. Reduced risk 
with FREE $5M liability insurance. Call 
for free quote. (888)871-1982

MISCELLANEOUS
RETIREMENT NEWS with Sean Hannity 
Americans Are Using 2022 IRS Loophole 
to Protect Retirement Savings Get Your 
FREE Kit + FREE Shipping NOW! https://
protect2retire.com/hannity

BATH & SHOWER UPDATES in as little as 
ONE DAY! Affordable prices - No pay-
ments for 18 months! Lifetime warranty 
& professional installs. Senior & Military 
Discounts avail. Call: 855-577-0313

DIRECTV SATELLITE TV Service Starting 
at $74.99/month! Free Installation! 160+ 
channels avail. Call Now to Get the Most 
Sports & Entertainment!  855-766-0837

COMPUTER & IT TRAINING PROGRAM! 
Train ONLINE to get the skills to become 
a Computer & Help Desk Professional 
now! Grants and Scholarships avail-
able for certain programs for qualified 
applicants. Call CTI for details! 888-494-
2994 (M-F 8am-6pm ET). Computer with 
internet is required.

NOTICE
ADVERTISE IN NEWSPAPERS statewide 
for only $150.00. Put the SD Statewide 
Classifieds Network to work for you 
today! (25 words for $150. Each addi-
tional word $5.) Call this newspaper.

AUCTION
INTERSTATE AUCTION CENTER. 
September 17, 2022 10:00am. 3 
miles east of Sioux Falls exit 402 
Brandon, SD. Consignment! Building 
Construction Materials, Tractors, 
Trucks, Tailors, Livestock, Farm equip-
ment. 605-331-455, auctionzip.com

EMPLOYMENT
CITY OF VALENTINE is seeking appli-
cant for a full time Police Officer po-
sition. Applicants must be 21. Send 
resume/cover letter to ValentinePD@
ValentineNE.gov. Questions? 402-376-
3055

HORIZON HEALTH CARE is seeking: 
Registered Dental Hygienist - Faith 
SD; Registered Dental Hygienist 
and Nurse Practitioner/Physician 
Assistant - Martin SD. Find out more: 
horizonhealthcare.org/careers

THE MOBRIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT 
is hiring for full-time 911 Dispatchers 
and full-time Police Officers.  Pay 
is DOE.  Applications may be ob-
tained through the Mobridge Police 
Department website or by calling 
605-845-5000.

FULL-TIME DEPUTY SHERIFF, Hyde 
County Sheriff’s Office, Highmore, 
SD. Applicants must be certified in 
law enforcement or willing to be 
trained and certified within one year 
of hire date. Experience preferred. 
Request applications from Hyde 
County Auditor’s Office, 605-852-
2519 or hydeaud@venturecomm.
net. Submit completed application 
to Hyde County Auditor’s Office, 
412 Commercial Ave. SE, Highmore, 
SD  57345. Open until position filled. 
Hyde County is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer.

COLLECTIBLES:
CASH PAID. Buying sports cards, poke-
mon, magic, knives, coins, records, 
toys, marbles, hot wheels, most any 
collectible. Contact Frank Walker, 605-
759-3611 lynx@alliancecom.net

Classifieds

Full-Time Opportunities in  
Animal Care near Iroquois, SD

Must be interested in:
• Competitive wages
• Overtime after 40 hours/week
• Rewarding career
• Day shift
• Great Benefits
• Bonus potential
• Paid time off
• Growth opportunity

Apply @ www.pipestone.com
Questions Call 866.918.7378

Looking for a New 
Experience?
We Will Train!

Join our TEAM!

)

Are you tired of working 
at a job that’s go, go, go?

Are you looking for a job that gives 
you more than a paycheck? 

At the Village Assisted Living we have an awesome 
team, assisting great residents, who can put a 
smile on your face. The Village is seeking two 

part-time CNA’s. Shifts are 6 AM to 2 PM, and 2 PM 
to 10 PM. Must work every other weekend. If you 

have your Medication Aide Certification, that’s a plus. 
If not, we will help you obtain that certification.  

Starting pay at $18 an hour. 
Enjoy your job, while you interact with our residents, 

hear their stories, and make a difference.
 Call 605-854-9953 and talk with Mike or Austie 

or stop by at 401 Ingalls Avenue SW 
and fill out an application. 

We look forward to you being a 
part of our great team!

First National Bank is 
seeking a part time Teller at 
their Lake Preston branch. 
In this role you will be responsible 

for greeting and assisting our current 
customers as well as potential 

customers with all of their banking 
needs for 2 to 3 days a week 

from 9am to 3pm.

To perform this job successfully 
an individual must be capable of 

performing a variety of duties with 
speed and accuracy, must possess 

great communication skills, and have 
the ability to complete tasks timely 

while offering great customer service.  
Computer skills are a must.  
To apply, visit our website at 

www.firstnationalbanks.bank/co-sd/
about/careers/ or email 

Missy.Olson@firstnationalbanks.com 
for more information!  Member FDIC. 

Equal Opportunity Employer.

GRAVEL TRUCK DRIVER
Kingsbury County Highway 

Department is now accepting 
applications for a full 

time Gravel Truck Driver
Successful candidate would operate 

Gravel Truck and must be able to 
perform other duties as assigned

Applicant must have a Class A 
CDL License or must have the 

ability to obtain one.
Starting wage will be determined 

according to experience.
To apply; pick up an application at the

Kingsbury County Highway 
Department, West Hwy 14 De Smet

Open until filled
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        MINUTES FOR 
TOWN OF ERWIN

The meeting for the Town of Erwin 
was called to order by Sherry Bell 
on September 7, 2022. Roll call 
was taken, members present were 
Sherry Bell, Myrna Knadle, Crystal 
Penn and Jerry Popkes. 

Meeting agenda was presented, 
and Popkes made a motion and 
Penn 2nd to approve the agenda. 

Minutes of the August meeting 
were read. Popkes made a motion 
to approve and Penn 2nd. 

Knadle read the expenses: OTP 
$259.39, Kingsbury Journal $39.40, 
KRWS $36.00, Menards $119.80 
(supplies), Badger Oil $52.00 (gas), 
Rod Bell $110.00 (mowing and 
Maint.) Payroll $558.71, Dakota 
Pump $1350.51 (lift station Maint.) 
Sue Christoffer $30.00 (mowing), 
David Carlson $100.00 (mowing 
and Maint.).  Popkes made a mo-
tion to pay and Penn 2nd. 

There being no further business, 
Popkes made a motion to adjourn 
and Penn 2nd. 

The next regular meeting will be 
held Monday October 3, 2022, at 
6:00 P.M. at the Legion Hall. 

Myrna Knadle, Finance Officer

Published once at the approxi-
mate cost of $16.35 and can be 
viewed free of charge at www.sd-
publicnotices.com

Public Notices

DE SMET EMERGENCY RESCUE AMBULANCE CALLS

Advertisement is 
sponsored by:

APRIL 2022
9
3

Avera De Smet 
Hospital Fixed Wing 
Brookings Hospital    2
Avera McKennan - Sioux Falls  2
Sanford - Sioux Falls 2
Total Calls    18
Total Call Hours   45

DE SMET EMERGENCY RESCUE AMBULANCE CALLS

Advertisement is 
sponsored by:

APRIL 2022
9
3

Avera De Smet 
Hospital Fixed Wing 
Brookings Hospital    2
Avera McKennan - Sioux Falls  2
Sanford - Sioux Falls 2
Total Calls    18
Total Call Hours   45

JULY 2022
Avera De Smet Hospital     5
Helicopter (Helipad)       2
Avera QOP - Mitchell      1
Avera McKennan - Sioux Falls  1
Standby/PR          1
Total Calls           10
Total Call Hours        20

AUGUST 2022
Avera De Smet Hospital     5
Avera McKennan - Sioux Falls  1
Avera QOP - Mitchell      2
Fixed Wing (Airport)       1
Helicopter (Helipad)       3
Standby/PR          2
Total Calls           14
Total Call Hours        28

DE SMET EMERGENCY RESCUE
AMBULANCE CALLS

DE SMET EMERGENCY RESCUE AMBULANCE CALLS

Advertisement is 
sponsored by:

APRIL 2022
9
3

Avera De Smet 
Hospital Fixed Wing 
Brookings Hospital    2
Avera McKennan - Sioux Falls  2
Sanford - Sioux Falls 2
Total Calls    18
Total Call Hours   45

Want to place  
an ad?

Give the Kingsbury 
Journal a call  
or email ads@

kingsburyjournal.com

605-854-3331 
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CACDr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic PhysicianChiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs ExperiencePalmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.comwillaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine
- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral
- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition
- Hand Casted Orthotics that - Hand Casted Orthotics that 
 Correct Arch Function Correct Arch Function

Family Dentistry
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Your Local 
Construction
& Concrete 
Company 
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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De Smet                        
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401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Local People | Local Bank | Local Decisions  
www.csbarlington.com 

605-983-5594 
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within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
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set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 
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If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
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 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 
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Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!
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ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

BANKS

FUNERAL SERVICES
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 
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• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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605.854.3444
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of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
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                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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the SD State Fair.
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within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
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package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 
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change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 
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• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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605.854.3444
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
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Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.
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sheets would be involved.
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American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
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CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 
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AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
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• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 
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willaweiseldccac@yahoo.comwillaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine
- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral
- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition
- Hand Casted Orthotics that - Hand Casted Orthotics that 
 Correct Arch Function Correct Arch Function

Joel Bau 
Licensed Contractor

Josh Bau
HVAC Technician

REPAIRS
REMODELING  

NEW CONSTRUCTION
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

SALES & SERVICE

Family Dentistry
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

 
Your Local 

Construction
& Concrete 
Company 

Custom Homes
Remodels
Additions

Large Scale 
Concrete Projects
Drafting Services

and Cabinetry

Call Us: 605-854-6003
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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605.854.3444
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you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 
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We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  
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Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
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Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
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(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 
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Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511
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LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
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20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
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American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
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De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC
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TRANSPORTATION
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HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE
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MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Service & Caring is Our Profession
Funeral Services • Memorial Services

Burial • Cremation

De Smet, Sd & Bryant, SD • 605-854-3581

PEST CONTROL
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Business & Professional Directory

Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking to be part 
of the Business & 

Professional Directory? 

Contact Marina at 605-854-3331 or 
email: marina@kingsburyjournal.com

)

Local People | Local Bank | Local Decisions  
www.csbarlington.com 

605-983-5594 
 

Treatments for insects, including asian beetles, ants,  
spiders and boxelder bugs. Also mosquitoes and rodents.  
Local family owned and operated. Serving Eastern SD for over a decade. 
Experienced, Licensed, Bonded, Insured, L.L.C.

    HHOOMMEE  aanndd  CCOOMMMMEERRCCIIAALL  PPeesstt  CCoonnttrrooll

FFRREEEE  EESSTTIIMMAATTEESS
Call 695-9560 today 
to eliminate unwanted bugs and pests!  
GUARANTEED RESULTS!

From Your Friends at 

Your local Construction & Concrete Company
Custom Homes * Remodels * Additions  

Large Scale Concrete Projects  
Drafting Services and Cabinetry

Call Us 605-854-6003

May your 4th of July be overfilled 
with cheer and blessings. 

Happy Independence Day!
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.
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be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.
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State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 
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• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
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CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 
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105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 
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FIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Joel Bau Licensed Contractor
Josh Bau HVAC Technician

REPAIRS | REMODELING  
NEW CONSTRUCTION
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
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Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.
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following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 
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Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.
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Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.
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Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
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CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

BANKS

FUNERAL SERVICES
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CACDr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic PhysicianChiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs ExperiencePalmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.comwillaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine
- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral
- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition
- Hand Casted Orthotics that - Hand Casted Orthotics that 
 Correct Arch Function Correct Arch Function

Joel Bau 
Licensed Contractor

Josh Bau
HVAC Technician

REPAIRS
REMODELING  

NEW CONSTRUCTION
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

SALES & SERVICE

Family Dentistry
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

 
Your Local 

Construction
& Concrete 
Company 

Custom Homes
Remodels
Additions

Large Scale 
Concrete Projects
Drafting Services

and Cabinetry

Call Us: 605-854-6003
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 
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change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 
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position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
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building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 
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Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:
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6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION
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HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

PEST CONTROL
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking to be part 
of the Business & 

Professional Directory? 

Contact Marina at 605-854-3331 or 
email: marina@kingsburyjournal.com

)

Local People | Local Bank | Local Decisions  
www.csbarlington.com 

605-983-5594 
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
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401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 
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Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
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111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
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Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
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willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
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203-1000
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Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company
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Large Scale Concrete Projects 
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Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511
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Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 
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20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 
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American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!
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Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
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• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

BANKS

FUNERAL SERVICES
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
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De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 
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Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston • 605.847.4484
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Health Center                                                    
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De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
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De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
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Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Business & Professional Directory

Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
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RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.
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111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
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847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CACDr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic PhysicianChiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs ExperiencePalmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.comwillaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine
- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral
- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition
- Hand Casted Orthotics that - Hand Casted Orthotics that 
 Correct Arch Function Correct Arch Function

Joel Bau 
Licensed Contractor

Josh Bau
HVAC Technician

REPAIRS
REMODELING  

NEW CONSTRUCTION
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

SALES & SERVICE

Family Dentistry
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Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
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Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511
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LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
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American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
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CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
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• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 
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Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

 
Your Local 

Construction
& Concrete 
Company 

Custom Homes
Remodels
Additions

Large Scale 
Concrete Projects
Drafting Services

and Cabinetry

Call Us: 605-854-6003
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
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Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?
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• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 
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APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  
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change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 
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The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 
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RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
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American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
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CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 
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• Mechanic – Experience Required 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Service & Caring is Our Profession
Funeral Services • Memorial Services

Burial • Cremation

De Smet, Sd & Bryant, SD • 605-854-3581

PEST CONTROL
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking to be part 
of the Business & 

Professional Directory? 

Contact Marina at 605-854-3331 or 
email: marina@kingsburyjournal.com

)

Local People | Local Bank | Local Decisions  
www.csbarlington.com 

605-983-5594 
 

Treatments for insects, including asian beetles, ants,  
spiders and boxelder bugs. Also mosquitoes and rodents.  
Local family owned and operated. Serving Eastern SD for over a decade. 
Experienced, Licensed, Bonded, Insured, L.L.C.

    HHOOMMEE  aanndd  CCOOMMMMEERRCCIIAALL  PPeesstt  CCoonnttrrooll

FFRREEEE  EESSTTIIMMAATTEESS
Call 695-9560 today 
to eliminate unwanted bugs and pests!  
GUARANTEED RESULTS!

From Your Friends at 

Your local Construction & Concrete Company
Custom Homes * Remodels * Additions  

Large Scale Concrete Projects  
Drafting Services and Cabinetry

Call Us 605-854-6003

May your 4th of July be overfilled 
with cheer and blessings. 

Happy Independence Day!

Your ad 
could be 

here!
$$$ 

Contact the Kingsbury 
Journal at 605-854-3331 for 
more information about the 
Business and Professional 

Services section 

WWW.LEMMEAGENCY.COM
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:
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Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
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847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

CARPENTRY
CARPENTRY 

DRYWALL HANGING | TAPE / MUD 
TEXTURE- Any Kind | PAINT

GREG 214 414 4439
$200 per 8 
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Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com
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------------
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Arlington, SD
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Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 
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a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Business & Professional Directory

Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
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CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

BANKS

FUNERAL SERVICES
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
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Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
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• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
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FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CACDr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic PhysicianChiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs ExperiencePalmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.comwillaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine
- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral
- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition
- Hand Casted Orthotics that - Hand Casted Orthotics that 
 Correct Arch Function Correct Arch Function

Joel Bau 
Licensed Contractor

Josh Bau
HVAC Technician

REPAIRS
REMODELING  

NEW CONSTRUCTION
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

SALES & SERVICE

Family Dentistry
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Business & Professional Directory

Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

 
Your Local 

Construction
& Concrete 
Company 

Custom Homes
Remodels
Additions

Large Scale 
Concrete Projects
Drafting Services

and Cabinetry

Call Us: 605-854-6003
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 
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• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  
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change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.
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APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
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Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
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Amber 
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(605) 
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317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company
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FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
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package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 
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Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
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Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 
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ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 
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AUTOMOTIVE
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

PEST CONTROL
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Business & Professional Directory

Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking to be part 
of the Business & 

Professional Directory? 

Contact Marina at 605-854-3331 or 
email: marina@kingsburyjournal.com

)

Local People | Local Bank | Local Decisions  
www.csbarlington.com 

605-983-5594 
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 
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• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
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Arlington, SD
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Madison, SD
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American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
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CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 
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Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 
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Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Business & Professional Directory

Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

BANKS

FUNERAL SERVICES
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 
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105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 
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innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 
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position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
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State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.
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Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CACDr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic PhysicianChiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs ExperiencePalmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.comwillaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine
- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral
- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition
- Hand Casted Orthotics that - Hand Casted Orthotics that 
 Correct Arch Function Correct Arch Function

Joel Bau 
Licensed Contractor

Josh Bau
HVAC Technician

REPAIRS
REMODELING  

NEW CONSTRUCTION
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

SALES & SERVICE

Family Dentistry
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

 
Your Local 

Construction
& Concrete 
Company 

Custom Homes
Remodels
Additions

Large Scale 
Concrete Projects
Drafting Services

and Cabinetry

Call Us: 605-854-6003
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Health Center                                  
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De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 
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position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
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State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.
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RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
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847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 
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• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:
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• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:
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847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 
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The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
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equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.
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sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:
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109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
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Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience
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De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 
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marina@
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De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Service & Caring is Our Profession
Funeral Services • Memorial Services

Burial • Cremation

De Smet, Sd & Bryant, SD • 605-854-3581

PEST CONTROL
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking to be part 
of the Business & 

Professional Directory? 

Contact Marina at 605-854-3331 or 
email: marina@kingsburyjournal.com

)

Local People | Local Bank | Local Decisions  
www.csbarlington.com 

605-983-5594 
 

Treatments for insects, including asian beetles, ants,  
spiders and boxelder bugs. Also mosquitoes and rodents.  
Local family owned and operated. Serving Eastern SD for over a decade. 
Experienced, Licensed, Bonded, Insured, L.L.C.

    HHOOMMEE  aanndd  CCOOMMMMEERRCCIIAALL  PPeesstt  CCoonnttrrooll

FFRREEEE  EESSTTIIMMAATTEESS
Call 695-9560 today 
to eliminate unwanted bugs and pests!  
GUARANTEED RESULTS!
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
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605.847.4484
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Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 
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change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 
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The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.
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sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
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Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
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 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 
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American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.
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within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
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change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
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maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
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De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.
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Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.
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Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:
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Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
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willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
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(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 
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Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.
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Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!
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Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com
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NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
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email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

PARTNER PROGRAM

FUNERAL SERVICES
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CACDr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic PhysicianChiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs ExperiencePalmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.comwillaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine- Chiropractic, Sports Medicine
- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral- Animal Chiropractic with Vet referral
- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition- Alternative Medicine, Nutrition
- Hand Casted Orthotics that - Hand Casted Orthotics that 
 Correct Arch Function Correct Arch Function

Joel Bau 
Licensed Contractor

Josh Bau
HVAC Technician

REPAIRS
REMODELING  

NEW CONSTRUCTION
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

SALES & SERVICE

Family Dentistry
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Business and Professional 
Services Section

Business Partner Program
As a community-led newspaper, the 
Kingsbury Journal is committed to the 
success of your local business. Seen by 
4,000 avid readers each week our new 
Business Partner Program is the best way 
to reach your customers on a regular basis 
and maximize your advertising dollars.

Call Marina Garcia to sign up as a Business 
Partner and start promoting your business 

-
213.453.7079 

Marina@KingsburyJournal.com

 

 

Business and Professional Services Section 

Business Partner Program 
As a community-led newspaper, the Kingsbury Journal is committed to the success of your local 

business. Seen by 4,000 avid readers each week our new Business Partner Program is the best way to 
reach your customers on a regular basis and maximize your advertising dollars. 

 

• Keep your name in front of 4,000 Kingsbury Journal readers 52 weeks a year in our newly 
revised Business & Professional Services section.  

• Make your business easy to find! New categories place your business in a specialty when 
someone is looking for services you offer. (Accounting, Construction, Health, etc.) 

• Put the spotlight on your business at the right moment! Our partner program includes a large 
Business Spotlight ad in the Business section once or twice a year. You choose when. 

• Choose a plan that fits your business. Businesses have different needs. We make it easy to 
select a plan that fits your budget and delivers coverage all year long. 

• Easy monthly billing you can plan on. Business Partner Plans are annual plans billed in regular 
payments once a month. No big annual upfront bill. No surprises. 

• Save money with exclusive Partner discounts on all other advertising! Make your advertising 
budget go farther by applying your Partner discounts to any display or classified advertising that 
you do elsewhere in the newspaper. Advertise whenever you need to – your Partner discount 
always applies! 
 

Pick the plan that fits your business! 
 

Annual      Business Discount  
Business     Spotlight on all other 
Partner Plan Price  Ad Size  Ads  Advertising Billing 
 

Standard $10 /week Standard 1 /year  10%  $43.33 /mon 
Stand-Out $20 /week Double  2 /year  20%  $86.66 /mon 
 
Call Marina Garcia to sign up as a Business Partner and start promoting your business - 

213.453.7079  Marina@KingsburyJournal.com 
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 
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Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 

Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS
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AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
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401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900
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CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME  
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your 
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done?

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are:

• Apprentice electricians – will train
• Journeyman electricians
• Labors on the underground team
• Mechanic – Experience Required

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards.

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com.

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a 
personalized insurance quote review. We will go 

over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

Are you looking 
to be part of the 

Business & 
Professional 
Directory? 

Contact Marina at 
605-854-3331 or 

email: 
marina@

kingsburyjournal.com

Health Care
HORIZ  N

De Smet Community Health Center 
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
605.854.3444

Lake Preston Community Health Center
605.847.4484
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

DENTIST

Hours: Mon & Sat: By Appt only. | Tues: 10am-3:30pm
Wed & Thurs: noon- 8pm | Fri: 10am-2pm | Sun: Closed
At the Dobson Clinic (1st glass door on the right)

For on-line booking: designssalon.mysalononline.com
Call 605-520-1663

We specialize in 
making people 
feel beautiful!
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

SJOLIE
CONSTRUCTION

MARK SJOLIE, Owner/Operator

Blading • Dozer Work                                    
Building Sites                  

NCRS Projects • GF&P Dams

847-4711 or 203-1515

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

Business Profile of the Week
CHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALON

FIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

FENCING

As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
                605-692-2500                  605-847-4256

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225
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Ben Hauck
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As an American Family Insurance agent, I believe 
there’s more to insurance than the policy itself. It’s 
about providing dependable protection, service 
and flexibility to choose when and how customers 
want to interact with me. 

Ben Hauck
American Family Insurance
Ben Hauck Agency, Inc.

                PO Box 426                    PO Box 97
                Brookings, SD 57006  Lake Preston, SD  57249
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

RICH’S
Gas & Service

110 2nd St SW, 
De Smet, SD 57231
(605) 854-9155

Dr Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 35 Yrs Experience

Humans, Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 570-259-5549

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 
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302 Olivet Ave., S.E., P.O. Box 412, De Smet, SD 57231
PLUMBING & HEATING, LLC
(605) 854-9189 • De Smet, SD
Joel Bau              Josh Bau
Licensed Contractor    HVAC Technician
REPAIRS | REMODELING | NEW CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL | COMMERCIAL | SALES & SERVICE

Bau

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Electrician 

Kingsbury Electric
854-3522

Commercial & 
Residential Wiring

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Farm • Commercial • Auto  
Home • Life •  Health
Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local full-service 
independent insurance agency. As an independent 
agency, SFS represents a variety of the most compet-

itive insurance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 office 
locations in Lake Preston and Clark, SD, we are available 

to service Kingsbury and surrounding counties. Tom Steele 
and his staff invite you to give them a call to schedule a per-

sonalized insurance quote review. We will go over your current coverages, identify 
your coverage risks, and provide you with a competitive quote to coer these identi-
fied risks. Give them a call today! 

20935 441st Ave, Lake Preston, SD 57249 • 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 • 605-532-7050

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

 
Your Local 

Construction
& Concrete 
Company 

Custom Homes
Remodels
Additions

Large Scale 
Concrete Projects
Drafting Services

and Cabinetry

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Are you looking to be 
part of the Business & 

Professional Directory? 

Contact Marina at 605-854-3331 or 
email: marina@kingsburyjournal.com

Service & Caring is Our Profession
Funeral Services • Memorial Services

Burial • Cremation

De Smet, SD & Bryant, SD • 605-854-3581
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center                                  
709 4th St. SE                    
Lake Preston • 605.847.4484

De Smet Community 
Health Center                                                    
401 Prairie Ave SW              
De Smet • 605.854.3455  

De Smet                        
Dental Services                                   
401 Prairie Ave SW De Smet 
605.854.3444
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Health Care
HORIZ  N
Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444

Classifieds

SD State Fair Building Maintenance Specialist
Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

DR. LARRY GREEN, INC. 

Family dentistry
122 S Main

Arlington, SD
------------
Office Hours:

Tuesday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
------------

Arlington, SD
605-983-5756
Madison, SD

605-256-4969
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Lake Preston Community 
Health Center
709 4th St SE • Lake Preston
605.847.4484

De Smet Community
Health Center
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3455

De Smet Dental Services
401 Prairie Ave SW • De Smet
605.854.3444
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Rewarding.  Part of a tradition.  Instrumental in success.  If you are in need 
of a change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and 
you are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at 

the SD State Fair.

We are seeking a skilled individual for a full-time building maintenance specialist 
position. This position maintains, repairs, and restores aspects of the facilities 
within the South Dakota State Fairgrounds. This position’s work could entail 
aspects of building construction and remodeling of current facilities. Work will 
be done under the direction of the Maintenance Operations Manager and 
assist with preparation of grounds and facilities for special events, including 

set-ups and clean-ups.

Applicants are required to have received technical training in one of the 
following areas; carpentry, electrical, plumbing, or heating and air conditioning; 
be able to work outside in all types of weather conditions; be able perform 
physical labor using a variety of machinery and equipment; be able to repair 

and maintain a variety of facilities, machinery, and equipment.

If you are someone who thrives on the opportunity to tackle problems and find 
innovative solutions,  organize multiple projects, have excellent communication 
skills and the ability to direct the work of others, you would be an ideal fit! A 
valid driver’s license is required and a CDL is a plus. You’ll work an occasional 
night or weekend and will have extended work hours before, during, and 
after the annual State Fair. Rate of pay will range from $20.99 to $24.79 per 
hour depending on your skills and experience. We offer an excellent benefits 
package that includes health insurance, dental and vision insurance, ten 
paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% match on your 

retirement fund. Open until filled. 

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

SD State Fair Operational Maintenance Manager
Rewarding. Part of a tradition. Instrumental in success. If you are in need of a 
change and want to have a rewarding career that’s part of a tradition and you 
are given the opportunity to make a direct impact daily, join the team at the SD 

State Fair.

The SD State Fair is hiring a Buildings and Grounds Operations Manager. This 
position is responsible for the administrative, financial, and daily operation and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of the State Fairgrounds during annual 
State Fair and non-fair times to ensure facilities and services meet the needs of 
building occupants and fairground visitors in an efficient, economical and safe 
fashion. Duties include but are not limited to organizing, directing, guiding and 
evaluating all maintenance staff in the maintenance of grounds, buildings and 
equipment; overseeing custodial and ground maintenance services for several 
events; maintaining the physical assets of the fairgrounds including buildings, 
grounds, equipment, and supplies; and performing job and safety training for 
staff; and requires exceptional people skills as there is daily interaction working 
with permanent and seasonal staff, inmates, event planners, and the general 
public. Salary range: $50,320 - $62,950 depending on experience. We offer an 
excellent benefits package that includes health insurance, dental and vision 
insurance, ten paid holidays, vacation, sick, and paid family leave, and a 6% 

match on your retirement fund. Open until filled.

NOW HIRING 

APPLY AT: WWW.SDSTATEFAIR.COM  

RESTRICTED USE SITE
Involves a 9-hour seasonal work week—Weather permitting.

Wednesdays 4PM-7PM and Saturdays 10AM-4PM.

Outdoors exposure, some light lifting, filling out receipts and log 
sheets would be involved.

City of Lake Preston
is accepting applications for:

OPEN UNTIL FILLED
Applications can be picked up and submitted at the city finance office:

111 3rd St N.E., P.O. Box 397, Lake Preston, SD 57249 
or emailed to cityoflakepreston@gmail.com

847-4801

“Your area real estate company’
109 3rd St. N.E. - Lake Preston 

Dr. Willa Weisel, DC, CAC
Chiropractic Physician

Palmer Graduate, 36 Yrs Experience

Experience Treating: Humans, 
Animals, Clinical Nutrition

willaweiseldccac@yahoo.com
De Smet, SD • 605-203-3128

Amber 
Nelson
(605) 

203-1000

317 Main Avenue N., Lake Preston, SD

Your Local Construction & 
Concrete Company

Custom Homes • Remodels • Additions 
Large Scale Concrete Projects 
Drafting Services and Cabinetry 

Call Us: 605-854-6003

Firearms, Suppressors, Ammo 
Scopes and any other accessories.
Daniel Gunderson 605-860-8511

FARM • AUTO • HOME   
LIFE •  HEALTH

Servicing all of your  
Insurance & Financial needs. 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY
605-847-5002

20935 441st Ave
Lake Preston, SD 57249

 Ben Hauck Agency, Inc 
 Ben Hauck, Agent 

 327 Main Ave N, Lake Preston 
 Bus: (605) 847-4256 

 bhauck@amfam.com 

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, 
S.I. & its Operating Companies, 
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 
©2015 006441 – Rev. 2/20 – 14339938

CALL (605) 847-4256 TODAY TO SEE HOW I 
CAN HELP PROTECT WHAT MATTERS MOST.

INSURANCE DESIGNED WITH 
YOU AND YOUR DREAMS IN 
MIND. 

For the past thirteen years, Palmlund Automotive, owned by Scott and Shannon Palmlund, 
has proudly served De Smet and surrounding area with a wide array of automotive services. 
On any typical day at the shop,  you see everything from routine maintenance, including 
oil changes and tire rotations, to check engine light diagnosis. With more than sixty years 
of combined experience, brakes, suspension work, tune-ups, engine and transmission 
replacements are just a few services Scott and Eric tackle on a daily basis. Palmlund 
Automotive also has access to almost all tire brands that are delivered daily to get you up 

and going as quick as possible.

Located on the corner of Hwy 25 and 2nd St., Palmlund Automotive is open 8-5, Monday 
- Friday. Scott and Eric look forward to assisting you with your auto repair and tire needs! 

PALMLUND 
AUTOMOTIVE

105 2nd St SW • De Smet, SD • 605-854-3900

Business Profile of the WeekCHIROPRACTIC

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORTATION

HAIR SALONFIREARMS

HEALTH CARE

AUTOMOTIVE

FINANCE & INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

We are YOUR full-service electrical
contractor serving Northeastern SD

Agriculture - Commercial                 
Industrial - Service - Generators                                        

Certified Panel Shop                     
Directional Drilling - Trenching - Plowing 

Cable Fault Locating

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you looking for a place to go everyday where you are rewarded for having a Positive Attitude, Being 
Dependable, Committed to Excellence and having a great sense of Getting it Done? 

We are looking for like minded people to join our team. Full/Part Time Positions available are: 

• Apprentice electricians – will train 
• Journeyman electricians 
• Labors on the underground team 
• Mechanic – Experience Required 

All full-time positions come with benefits – Health insurance, Vacation, IRA (With company match) 
Accidental Health, Core Value Rewards. 

Apply online at www.efraimsonelectric.com. 

 

 

 

Timely, Capable, Personable
Same Day Response with

a One-year Guarantee!

BRYANT: 605-628-2605
ABERDEEN: 605-725-2605

ONLINE: efraimsonelectric.com

Jesser Construction
New Construction • Remodels

Additions • Pole Barns

Samuel (605) 350-6573
jesserconstruction@outlook.com

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING

NICHOLS FENCING
De Smet, S.D.

We remove old and put in all types new

Call
Wayne (605) 695-4743

email: nicholsfencing@gmail.com
www.nicholsfencing.com

FENCING

Servicing all your insurance needs
 

FARM - COMMERCIAL - AUTO - HOME - 
LIFE - HEALTH

Steele Financial Services, LLC is your local 
full-service independent insurance agency. 
As an independent agency,  SFS represents 
a variety of the most competitive insur-
ance carriers in the State of SD. With 2 
office locations in Lake Preston and Clark, 

SD, we are available to service Kingsbury 
and surrounding counties. Tom Steele and his 

staff invite you to give us a call to schedule a  
 personalized insurance quote review. We will go 
over your current coverages, identify your coverage risks, and provide you 
with a competitive quote to cover these identified risks. Give us a call today.
20935 441st Ave., Lake Preston, SD 57249 | 605-847-5002
120 1st Ave. E, Clark, SD 57225 | 605-532-7050

120 1st Ave. E,   Clark, SD  57225

)

Arlington Chiropractic is a resource for promoting health 
and wellness through regular chiropractic care, massage, 
exercise rehab, acupuncture, and nutrition. We offer 
Chiropractic, Massage Therapy, & Acupuncture services 
as well as DOT and Drug & Alcohol exams. Our commit-
ment is focused on providing you the best care we can 

to get you feeling your best. We strive to give patients the care, attention, and relief they deserve. 
We offer a variety of services to meet all the needs of your healing process. We want our patients to 
receive the care they desire and we truly believe that we employ qualified individuals who excel in 
their position to meet those needs.

CHIROPRACTIC  •  ACUPUNCTURE  •  MASSAGE THERAPY  •  MUSCLE STIMULATION
DOT PHYSICAL EXAMS  •  CUPPING THERAPY  •  EXERCISE REHAB  •  DRUG & ALCOHOL TESTING

We love our patients, so feel free to visit during normal business hours.
108 S Main St, Arlington, South Dakota 57212, United States, Phone: 605-983-5131

Hours: Monday: 8am - 5 pm, Tuesday: 8am - 5pm, Wednesday: 8am - 3 pm, Thursday: 8am - 5pm
Friday: 8am - 5pm, Saturday: By appointment, Sunday: Closed
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BY KRISTI CURD
Kingsbury Journal

After three consecutive road 
games, the Iroquois/Lake Preston 
Sharks were looking forward to play-

ing on their 
own turf  in 
front of  their 
hometown 
crowd. Shark 
fans came out 
in great num-

bers on this beautiful evening to sup-
port the newly formed team.  

Both Iroquois/Lake Preston and 
Estelline/Hendricks came into the 
game without a win to start the sea-
son. The Sharks were hopeful that the 
home-field advantage would be the 
spark they needed to snap their losing 
streak.  

The Redhawks appeared deter-
mined to stand in their way.   

QUARTER ONE 
The Sharks elected to receive the 

opening kickoff. Haydon Shurson was 
back deep, caught the ball cleanly and 
sprinted up the field. He was met by a 
host of  Redhawks and downed at the 
39-yard line. 

The first play of  the game had 
quarterback Josh McMasters rushing 
up the middle for no gain. McMas-
ters rushed it again for a short gain. 
With third down and seven to go, the 
Sharks opted to pass. McMasters’ 
pass attempt to Ben Curd sailed in-
complete, which brought up fourth 
down.    

The Sharks elected to punt. Mc-
Masters got off a nice punt that 
dribbled past the returner and was 
downed at the 20-yard line.  

The Redhawks pounded it up the 
field on their offensive turn. They 
opted to run the ball on each play 
and were successful in chipping away 
at the Shark’s defense. When Red-
hawk quarterback Mattix Hausman 
dropped back to pass, he could find no 
open receivers and rushed it himself.  

This run was successful, and he 
scored the game's first touchdown 
from 34 yards out.  

Jon Netzger kicked the point after 
through the uprights, and with 5:16 

left in the first quarter, the score was 
0-7 in favor of  the Redhawks.   

On the next offensive drive for the 
Sharks, the Redhawks held them, and 
it was a quick three and out.   

The Sharks defense returned the 
favor to the Redhawks, able to hold 
them as well. That is how the first 
quarter ended, Iroquois/Lake Preston 
0, Estelline/Hendricks 7.  

QUARTER TWO 
The second quarter found the 

Sharks on their heels most of  the 
time. The Redhawks looked sharp and 
were well prepared for this meeting. 
Quickly, in the second quarter, Estel-
line/Hendricks would score again on 
a run by Joseph McAninch. The PAT 
from Netzger was good, and the score 
was 0-14.   

The Sharks had switched up their 
quarterback, which had Logan Pes-
key at the helm. He was looking to 
pass to McMasters when the ball was 
picked off by Braxton Saathoff and 
run back for another Redhawk touch-
down. The pick six took a lot of  fight 
out of  the Sharks.   

The Sharks got the ball again but 
were unable to gain much ground 
against Estelline/Hendricks. They 

ended up turning it over on downs, 
which gave the Redhawks another op-
portunity.    

With four minutes left in the half, 
Redhawks’ Saathoff was able to punch 
it in for a two-yard touchdown run. 
The first half  would end with the Red-
hawks leading the Sharks 0-28.  

QUARTER THREE 
Iroquois/Lake Preston Sharks 

were due to kick off to start the sec-
ond half. The kick by McMasters was 
picked up at the 25-yard line by Wyat 
James of  the Redhawks. James was 
able to weave through our special 
teams’ defenders for a 75-yard return 
for a touchdown.   

Netzger was again successful in 
putting the football through goal 
posts, and the Redhawks were up by 
35, with less than 15 seconds off the 
third quarter clock.   

The third quarter was all Red-
hawks, and they scored again with 
3:02 left on a one-yard Hausman pass 
completion to Saathoff. This time, 
when Netzger attempted the point 
after, the Sharks were able to knock 
it away, blocking the kick. This was 
finally the break the Sharks needed.  

Shark defense started playing with 
the intensity that had been present in 

the past couple of  games.  Iroquois/
Lake Preston had the Redhawks 
backed up to their goal-line, and while 
many of  us were hoping for a safety 
to put a score on the board, Jake Lars-
en did better than that.   

Larsen was able to recover a fum-
ble and run it in for six points. The 
two-point conversion run by Shurson 
was successful, bringing the score to 
8-41.   

The Sharks were finally on the 
board. 

QUARTER FOUR 
The fourth quarter was winding 

down, but the Sharks still played 
hard. McMasters was able to break 
away and turn it up the field for a 
60-yard touchdown run. The two-
point rush by Curd was good, and the 
Sharks had added eight to their score.   

Unfortunately for the Sharks, they 
found their groove too late in the 
game to change its outcome.  

The final score was 16-41, in favor 
of  Estelline/Hendricks.  

The offensive statistics for the 
game had the Redhawks outrushing 
the Sharks by over 100 yards and win-
ning in first downs.   

Individual leaders for the Sharks 
were McMasters with 74 rushing 
yards, one touchdown and 12 passing 
yards. Shurson ran for 52 yards, and 
Larsen added 14 with one touchdown. 
Riley Casper was the defensive leader 
with eight tackles, Larsen contributed 
six, and four more Sharks added four 
a piece: Jonah Denison, Shurson, Mc-
Masters and Curd.   

“That loss hurt,” said Coach Jalen 
Kaufman, “but, this week, we are get-
ting back to work and preparing for 
Deubrook. This is our first homecom-
ing together, so this game brings a 
special type of  energy which spreads 
throughout the team, schools and the 
communities.”   

The Deubrook Dolphins come to 
Lake Preston on Fri., Sept. 16 with a 
7:00 kick-off. As Coach Kaufman sug-
gested, homecoming brings its own 
kind of  energy. If  Iroquois/Lake Pres-
ton can start their homecoming game 
the way they finished on Friday, then 
it should be a fight that the Sharks 
can win.  

SHARKS FOOTBALL

CROSS COUNTRY: Bulldogs and Sharks at the Lake Region Golf Course
FROM BACK PAGE

Sharks still seeking first win, lose to Redhawks at home

Sharks, 16
Patriots, 41

NEXT GAME
Sept. 16 @ Lake Preston 
vs. Deubrook Area 

Senior center Jonah Denison (55) gets set to hike the ball in Friday's contest against 
Estelline/Hendricks. (Photo by Kristi Curd)

ARLINGTON MEET
The Bulldog and the Sharks teams 

traveled to Lake Region Golf Course by 
Lake Poinsett on Mon., Sept. 12. Hosted 
by Arlington High School, this was a 
new meet with 15 teams competing. 

BOYS VARSITY 5000 METERS 
9th: Tobias Arbeiter 18.51 
22nd: AJ Wienk 21.00 
31st: Chase Temme 21:55.40 
36th: Gabriel Aughenbaugh 22:23.95 
40th: Samuel Gunnon24:37.22 
41st: Ethan Johnson 24:39.96 
42nd: Connor Johnson 24:57.42 
44th: Peyton Hope 27.29 

BOYS JV 3000 METERS
25th: Jordan Botkin 12:50.00 
28th: Noah Luethmers 13:10.00 
29th: Cutler Davis 13:11.00 
30th: Owen Anderson 13:13.00 

34th: Liam Gunnon 13:39.00
36th: Nathan Enninga 13.47 
39th: Isaiah Roth 14:01.00 
50th: Payton Botkin 15:12.00 
53rd: Lane Jensen 16:27
54th: Kaleb Johnson 16:33.00 
55th: Eli Hubbard 16:38.00 

GIRLS VARSITY 5000 METERS 
15th: Mallory Carlson 22.55
18th: Bella Wilkinson 23:50.63 
19th: Selah Hirschkorn 23:54.87 
24th: Alyssa Asleson 24:22.06 
33rd: Aubree Blue 26:35.95 

GIRLS JV 3000 METERS 
11th: Charlie McCune 13:49.10 
16th: Adalyn Gross 14:04.76 
29th: Airabella Deysel 15:23
33rd: Harper Anderson 15:43.32 
39th: Alise Hope 16:07
45th: Allie Schaefer 17:01.22 

The Iroquois/Lake Preston Sharks ran a great meet all around in Wessington 
Springs. (Submitted photo) 
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BY CORRIE WALTER 
Kingsbury Journal 

I/LP VS CLARK/WILLOW LAKE 
The Sharks played their home 

opener in Lake Preston on Sept. 
6 against Clark/Willow Lake, and 
they struggled to find a rhythm, 
losing all three sets.   

Anna Decker and Hadlee Holt 
led the way for the team with five 
kills apiece. Holt also contributed 
two blocks.  Adison Moore and Ava 
Malone had 17 and 16 digs, respec-
tively. Becca Bich led the team with 
eight assists, and Trinity Pirlet 
had seven. Pirlet also had five ace 
serves.   
I/LP 15 19 22 
C/WL 25 25 25 

I/LP VS CASTLEWOOD 
Iroquois/ Lake Preston Sharks 

travelled to Castlewood to take on 
the Warriors on Thurs., Sept. 8.   

Faith Steffensen led the way for 
the Sharks with nine kills and four 
blocks. Moore added five kills, 12 
digs and one ace serve. Malone led 
the team with 14 digs, and Holt had 
three blocks.  
I/LP 17 16 15 
Castlewood 25 25 25 

Sharks look to find rhythm

VOLLEYBALL

BY VICKI DYLLA
Kingsbury Journal

DE SMET VS DEUEL
The Deuel Cardinals traveled to De 

Smet to play the Bulldogs on Tues., 
Sept. 6. The wins went back and forth 
in all five sets, with the Cardinals 
coming out on top for the night.  

Leaders in the five sets for the Bull-
dogs were Jada Burke with 10 kills, 19 
digs, two ace serves; Hazel Luethmers 
with three kills, three blocks, three 
digs, four ace serves; Cori Birkel with 
three kills, three blocks, three digs; 
and Emma Albrecht with two kills, 
two blocks, 10 digs and three ace 
serves. 
De Smet 25 18 25 23 11
Deuel 10 25 19  25 15

DE SMET AT CLARK/WL TOURNAMENT
The Bulldogs, along with twelve 

other schools, played a full day of  vol-
leyball at the Clark Tournament on 
Sat., Sept. 10. The first round started 
with three teams in a pool, and then, 
the second round was three pools of  
four.  

De Smet’s first round pool was 
with Redfield and Wilmot.  

The Bulldogs lost 0-2 in the first 
game against a good Redfield team. 
De Smet's leaders in this game were 
Jada Burke with two kills and seven 
digs and Hazel Luethmers with two 
kills and four blocks.  

De Smet went 2-0 over Wilmot in 

game two of  the day, with Burke hav-
ing nine kills; Luethmers eight kills; 
Cori Birkel five kills; Emma Albrecht 
four kills, eight kill assists; and Me-
gan Dylla with 10 kill assists.  

All teams were then repooled 
based on wins and points allowed, 
and the Bulldogs moved into the Sil-
ver Division with Clark/Willow Lake, 

Great Plains Lutheran and Britton-
Hecla.  

De Smet defeated C/WL 2-1. Lead-
ing the Bulldogs were Burke with 
eight kills, one ace serve, 10 digs; 
Luethmers with seven kills, three 
blocks; and Birkel with four kills and 
five blocks. 

De Smet was then matched against 
Britton-Hecla for the championship 

game of  the Silver Division and took 
the 2-1 win. The Bulldogs were led 
by Burke with 11 kills, five digs, one 
ace serve; Luethmers with six kills, 
six blocks, two ace serves; and Birkel 
with four kills, five blocks and one ace 
serve. 

The De Smet Bulldogs brought 
home the Silver Division Champion-
ship. 

Dogs are champions at Clark/Willow Lake tournament

Trinity Pirlet serves up against C/WL. 
(Submitted photo)

305 Main Ave. North, Lake Preston, SD  •  847-5093
Dine In or Take Out  •  Dining begins at 6 pm

Follow us on Facebook at New Horizon Lounge

Thursday Night: Bingo Thursday Night: Bingo 
at the Other Barat the Other Bar

Friday Night Special for 09-16-22
Open Menu

MondaMonday Night: Tacosy Night: Tacos

The Bulldogs fought for first place in the Silver Division of the Clark/Willow Lake volleyball tournament on Sat., Sept. 10. 
(Submitted photo)

Hadlee Holt smacks it down. (Submitted 
photo)

Good Luck Sharks!
Happy Homecoming 

Lake Preston!

Are You Ready For 
Some Football?

Precision Machining 
& Grinding

Division of Alvord-Polk, Inc.
205 Industrial Blvd. SW
Lake Preston, SD 57249 
Hours: 6am-3pm Mon.-Fri. | 
605-847-4823
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Sports + Recreation
LOOK WHAT I CAUGHT

Mixed bag 
Joe, Dan and Andy caught a nice 
variety of  fish on Lake Thompson 
last week. If  you have hunting or 
fishing photos to share, please email 
them to jim@kingsburyjournal.
com. (Submitted photo)

Catch something big? 
Did you catch a dandy?  We want to 
print it. Send submissions to jim@
kingsburyjournal.com.

Sponsored by Fields Fish & Game

Located in De Smet at the intersection 
of highways 14 & 25 behind Dakotaland.

605-860-2FFG (2334)

KCCC

BY AMY WILKINSON 
Kingsbury Journal 

The Bulldogs headed into their 
fourth game of  the season with a 2-1 
record, rated #3 in Class 9B. They 
took on the Oldham-Ramona/Rut-

land Raiders at 
Wilkinson Field 
in De Smet on 
Friday. 

De Smet won 
the toss and took 
the opening kick-

off. After a long run by Dylan Zell, 
Kadyn Fast took the handoff from 
Britt Carlson and scored on a 41-yard 
touchdown run. Zell rushed for the 
two-point conversion, and the Bull-
dogs held an 8-0 lead. 

The De Smet defense forced a Raid-
er punt. The Bulldogs again drove 
down the field, and Carlson found 
Gannon Gruenhagen for a 22-yard 
touchdown pass. Zell again got the 
two-point conversion, and the score 
was 16-0 De Smet. 

The Bulldogs held ORR to a 3-and-
out punt. Carlson pitched to Fast for a 
12-yard touchdown run. The two-point 
conversion failed, but De Smet led 22-0. 

ORR would punt again, and this time 
Trace Van Regenmorter ran it back 30 
yards for a touchdown. Fast got the two 
points, and the lead grew to 30-0. 

The De Smet defense got another 
stop, and the Raiders punted once 
more. Van Regenmorter fielded it and 
again ran it back for a touchdown, this 

time going 47 yards. Carlson took it 
himself  for the two-point conversion, 
and the score was 38-0, Bulldogs, with 
2:00 remaining in the first quarter. 

De Smet would score three more 
times, once on a 42-yard run and two-
point conversion by Gannon Henrich, a 
one-yard touchdown run by Brody Hal-
verson and a 16-yard touchdown run by 
Gannon Gilligan. The game would end 
at halftime due to the 50-point mercy 
rule, with De Smet winning 58-0. 

For De Smet, Carlson was one for 
three, passing for 17 yards and one 
touchdown. Fast had two carries 

for 52 yards and two touchdowns. 
RJ Cleveland had four carries for 45 
yards rushing, and Henrich added 40 
yards rushing and a touchdown. Gru-
enhagen had one catch for 17 yards 
and one touchdown. 

On defense, Zell led with eight tackles. 
Noah Harrison had three tackles and two 
sacks. Cleveland had four tackles. 

No stats were reported for ORR. 
The Bulldogs travel to Wolsey this 

Friday to take on the Wolsey-Wessing-
ton Warbirds. 
De Smet 38 20 58 
ORR 0 0 0 

Bulldog defense shuts down Raiders

Bulldogs, 58
Raiders, 0
NEXT GAME
Sept. 16 @ Wolsey-
Wessington

DE SMET FOOTBALL

De Smet Bulldogs 
SEPT 15 — Volleyball vs Elkton-Lake 
Benton @ Home 

SEPT 16  — Football @ Wolsey/
Wessington

SEPT 10 —Volleyball Lake Preston 
Tournament 

SEPT 19 — Cross Country @ Deuel 

SEPT 20 — Volleyball @ James Valley 
Christian

SPORT CALENDARS

Iroquois/Lake Preston 
Sharks 
SEPT 15 — Volleyball vs Colman-
Egan @ Lake Preston

SEPT 16 — Football vs Deubrook @ 
Lake Preston 

SEPT 17 — Volleyball Tournament 
@ Lake Preston 

SEPT 19 — Cross Country @ Deuel

SEPT 20 — Volleyball @ Hitchcock 
Tulare 

BY STEVE CARLSON  
AND VICKI DYLLA

WESSINGTON SPRINGS MEET
The Iroquois/Lake Preston Sharks 

travelled to Wessington Springs on 
Wed., Sept 7 for a conference meet.

BOYS VARSITY 5000 METERS 
7th: Tobias Arbeiter 21.27
24th: Peyton Hope 29.21

GIRLS VARSITY 5000 METERS
5th: Mallory Carlson 23.47

GIRLS JV 3000 METERS
9th: Airabella Deysel 24.25

GIRLS MIDDLE SCHOOL 2000 METERS
6th: Alise Hope 10.24

DE SMET MEET
The De Smet Cross Country Team 

hosted a home meet on Thurs., Sept. 
8. It was a warm and sunny day for 
the runners at the Kingsbury County 
Country Club, with 19 teams compet-
ing. The meet was moved up to the 
morning to avoid the high tempera-

tures in the afternoon.  

BOYS VARSITY 5000 METERS 
39th: Chase Temme 22:18.01 
50th: Gabriel Aughenbaugh 23:33.54 
60th: Ethan Johnson 24:53.77 
63rd: Connor Johnson 25:22.88 

BOYS JV 3000 METERS 
30th: Noah Luethmers 13:58.13 
31st: Cutler Davis 13:58.87 
38th: Jordan Botkin 14:38.65 
40th: Owen Anderson 14:40.54 
53rd: Payton Botkin 16:54.17 
54th: Donovan Sandven 16:59.01 
63rd: Eli Hubbard 19:12.99 

GIRLS VARSITY 5000 METERS 
37th: Aubree Blue 24:56.67 
39th: Selah Hirschkorn 25:00.31  
44th: Alyssa Asleson 25:30.89 

GIRLS JV 3000 METERS 
1st: Bella Wilkinson 13:29.92 
34th: Charlie McCune 15:53.58  
54th: Harper Anderson 17:15.90 
67th: Savannah Larson 18:57.83 
69th: Allie Schaefer 9:29.99 

CROSS COUNTRY

Busy week for area runners

See CROSS COUNTRY, page 22

Bella Wilkinson runs hard in De Smet 
and was number 1 in girls JV. (Photo by 
Billi Aughenbaugh) 

De Smet's defense, led up front by linemen Tucker Anderson (34), Noah Harrison 
(60), Dylan Rowcliffe (50) and Damon Wilkinson (34) allowed only a couple plays 
for positive yardage as they shut out Oldham-Ramona/Rutland 58-0, ending the 
game in the first half Friday night in De Smet. (Photo by Journalism students) 


